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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A number of materials exhibit birefringence, the property whereby 
the index of refraction depends upon the directions of propagation and 
polarization of light.transversing the material. This property is 
attributed to an assymetry in matter of the distribution of charge and 
mobility of that charge in the basic unit of the material. The struc= 
ture of crystals in.their normal state provides the assymetry. In 
amorphous solids this assymetry can be induced by stresses or may be 
present due to natural internal stresses in the materiaL 1n pure 
liquids, magnetic fields, electric fields or sustained shearing stress 
can produce an ordering of.the molecules of the liquid to. produce the 
assym.etryo In the liquid crystals such.ordering.may occur spontaneous= 
ly" Even gases may be ordered by electric or magnetic fields to produce 
birefringenceo Finally, in the specific case to be considered here, a 
rigid particle suspended ina liquid may be electrically oriented to 
produce birefringence, even if.the liquid itself is not birefringent" 
Electrically induced birefringence is called the Kerr effect after 
its discoverero Kerr first observed the effect in.1875 in glass, rosin, 
carbon bisulfide, benzol, parafin oil, kerosine, turpentine, olive oil 
and castor oil (32,33) o Recently the effect has been more often called 
.the electro=optic effect, eyenthough there a.re other electro=optic 
effect~" Since 1875 others have measured such effects in solids, 
.1 
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liquids a:nd gases, Most recently Le Fevre (38) has used the electro= 
optic effect extensively to measure physical constants of pure liquids, 
This work has extended over·two decades until the present time, and has 
been used in a very sophisticatedmanner, 
In the specific application of the electro-optic effect to macro-
molecules one may conveniently break down the more significant work 
into that which is theoretical andthe more recent experimental work, 
'rhe work from which we draw for theory of electrical orientation bire= 
fringenc:e is mainly by Peterlin. and Stuart (57 ,58, 59), Work done on 
flow orientation birefringence is useful because a great deal of the 
theory is independent of the mechanism of orientation, Thus, the 
reviews of flow birefringenoe by Cerf and Scheraga (11) and Jerrard (31) 
have provided a great deal of useful.information in the interpretation 
of results,, 
The experimemal work done to verify and make use of the theory 
developed has been restricted to relatively few workers, Benoit and 
his co=worke:cs 6) have used the effect to measurethe length and 
other physical constants of both tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and 
Poly= )r =benzyl=(!.;=glutamate (PBLG), Although Benoit presents the re= 
sults .of the theory for a rectangular pulse and for alternating fields, 
the measurements he presents are for an alternating field applied to 
the materiaL Benoit .and his co=workers have also done work on light 
sc:attering in PBLG under electrical ori.entation (SB,89,90). 
The rectangular pulse method of measuring the E=O effect has been 
.favored by some workers because it allows the measurement of conductive 
materials while avoiding the heating problem encountered when the field 
is appli.edfor longer periods of' time~ Shaw and some of his co=workers 
3 
(66,67 9 689 69) have used this method in measuring Bentonite, a clay which 
will form stable suspensions in water, 
0 1Konski and his co=workers (4-4,45,46,51) have used the pulse 
method to measure deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and TMV. One of his stu= 
dents 9 Pyt,kowicz 9 (61) did a doctoral dissertation in which he measured 
TMV of various strains, Helix Pom.atia Hemocyanin, Gum Arabic, PBLG and 
RNA using a.pulse technique, 0 1Konski did some work using alternating 
fields and reported a fall off in birefringence in TMV far above the 
expected frequency for dispersion due to physical relaxation of the 
particle, Tsvetkov (85,87) has used the alternating field method to 
measure some of the physical properties of PBLG, 
Some workers have used the electro-optic effect to observe some 
other processeso For example Ingram and Jerrard (27) have used the 
pulse method to :measure the kinetics of enzymes acting on DNA, Tinoco 
( 00) 13..1.so has used the pulse method to observe the conversion of fibrin= 
ogen to fibrin, 
The theory for the electro=optic effect in solutions of macro= 
molecules is basically an orientation theory, that is, the birefringence 
is related directly to the orientation of the m.acromolec'i.tles by the 
electric fieldo Electrical orientation of macromolecules is also of 
primary iznportance in the treatment of effects such as light scattering, 
optical activity, dielectric response and dic:hroismo Thus the orienta= 
tion theory as developed should apply to these other effects and like,= 
wise theoretical 11\fork on these other effects might be applicable to the 
electro=optic effecto Specifically, a n:um.ber of polarization mechanisms 
have been suggested to explain certain results of dielectric measure= 
ments which bear directly onthe measurements which.are made here, 
These mechanisms are best summarized and generalized in a paper by 
0 1Konski (44) and are made use of in the development of the theory of 
the electro=optic effect, 
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In addition, the work of Schwan (64,65) and Takashima (76) pro= 
vides information about the problems of electrode polarization, Although 
the problem is not as grave in electro=optic measurements as it is in 
dielectric measurements, it must be dealt with to make accurate measure-
ments at the lowest frequencies. 
This thesis covers the following material. A theory of the 
electro=optic effect for rigid particles is. developed, The results of 
measurements are presented for four materials to test the adequacy of 
the theory, The materials are tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), Avicel, 
bentonite and BaymaL The test of theoretical adequacy is based on 
sho1Ar:ing. that the response of the four materials generally fits the 
character of response expected onthe basis of the theory, on illustra= 
ting in one case possible ways in which the fit between theory and 
results might be made more exact, and in all cases examining. the high 
frequency response for clues as to the.manner inwhich the theory could 
explain the response in that region, In all cases measured values of 
. physical constants of the materials are tabulated. 
In previous work (.4,Li,7) the extent of verification of the theory 
has been limited to the matching of the general character of experiment 
with theory·, noting that it is possible for polydispersity of the sample 
to explain the greater dispersion with respect to frequency of the 
results actually obtained. In this work, a general method for deter= 
mining the polydispersity of a sample is presented and the method 
applied to one of the more difficult cases encount.ered. In addition, 
the possibility of concurrent variations of some of the constants of 
the theory with molecular size is considered, although a formal pro= 
cedure for deternd.ning. such. variation is not presented. 
In previous work (49 63 47 9 66,etc.) on the electro=optic effect. no 
. mechanism or formalism was introduced to explain.the induced moment 
contribution to the response. It was merely assumed that there· was a 
fixed polarizability associated with the particle and the matter was 
not pursued. In this workJ consideration is given to work which has 
been done to explain dielectric response of macromolecules and a math-
ematical. method of introducing frequency dependency of the induced 
moment into the equations for the electro-optic response is developed, 
The formulation used is more general than is required for the theories 
which are applied to it; but it would allow the use of more complete 
and detailed theories should they ever be developed, 
5 
The findings presented in this thesis may be summarized as fol= 
lows. (1) The orientation theory as presented along. with considerations 
of polydispersity and the variation of the ratio of the induced to 
permanent moment .with polydi:spersity adequately describes the low fre= 
quency electro=optic effect, (2) Theories developed to date (44) to 
account for the high frequency dispersion of the steady component of 
the electro-optic effect do not adequately describe the effect" (3) An 
adequate theory for the polarization of large molecules is needed, (4) 
Measurements of the electro=optic effect in conjunction with dielectric 
and flow birefringence measurements could provide a means of calculating 
physical constants of macromolecules that could not be calculated from 
any single type of measurement. 
'I'he measurements lTJltde were used to obtain some of the physical 
constants of the materials measured and these values are tabulated. 
These determinations are, however, subor<llilate in imporlance tj the 
demonstration that alternating field electro-optic measurements can 
· be :made in :m.a.terial.s previously conside.red too conductive for ~uch 
. measureme.nts and that the. theory as developed is adequate to describe 
6 
.the results. At.high.frequencies the important finding. is that existing 
theory does not.adequately describe that which is observed. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORY 
The.theory of orientation of .rigid particles in an electric field 
and the manifestation of the orientation in the optical properties of 
the solution of rigid particles will .be <developed.in.this chapter. 
First.the theory of orientation.is developed, then the results of the 
theory. are usea to determine the response in, terms of. the optical prop-
erties of the material.,, Finally some other theories will be added to 
these results which might.better describe some of the experimental 
observations. 
Rotary Diffusion Equation 
The general rotary diffusion equation.is developed here in a 
. manner similar to that in which it was :presented in seminar (78). 
Co!l.sider the area on the surface of a u..rri.t si,')here and ast:nime 
the!'e are a large number' of' points moving ~bout the surface c_,f the 
sphere. The motion of these points at any small area on.the sphere 
~ 
may be represented by a current vector· J . If. the area is ma.de 
vanishing.ly .. small, the vector becomes a vector function 1of the l.oca.tion 
on the sphere and the equation 
7 
'"'\ 
(II=l) 
I 
known as the continuity equation is appli.cable-0 f is the density 
function of the points, 
If the points on the sphere represent the projection onto the 
sphere of some axis attached to a molecule in solution, then.the current 
due to Brownian motic:m is given by Einste:j_n (15) to be 
(II=2) 
J 
where Dis the rotary diffusion constant. If in addition all the 
-> 
molecules oriented in a certain direction are acted upon by. a torque M 
then assuming that inertial effects are negligible, the particles will 
respond by turning w1th an angular velocity which may be represented by 
a velocity vector 
where ):.. 
I\ 
x r 
I\ 
is a frictional factor and f" 
J 
is the unit vector 
. perpendicular to the surface of the sphere, Al.so at. that point the 
current will he given by the density times the velocity or 
(II=.4) 
The total current is therefore given by 
• 
When. this is placed in equation (II=l), one obtains 
9 
(II ... 6) 
" 
A.ccordil).g to .Rozart (62), the frictional factor i.s given by 
_Ju 
- D I (II~.?) 
where k is Boltzmann's constant and.Tis the absolute temperature. 
Electrical Orientation Theory 
~ 
The case of electrically.induced orientation is obtained when M 
is due to an electric field acting upon a.n electric dipole on the par-
ticle, The a.xis described in. the definiti.on of .fJ may be conveniently 
assigned at this. point.to the direction of .the electric dipole, and thus 
· the· torque is 
(II-8) 
I 
where is. the moment and the electric field. . .The moment 
can be broken into a permanent and induced moment 
(II-9) 
I 
where fl# ff' is a perm.anent dipole moment and /- is the in-
duced dipole moment. For convenience in:the solution of this problem 
. it. is further assumed that the ft* and 
·direction.and thus equation (IL=9) reduces to 
".,;Ji are in .. the same 
10 
(II=lO) 
• 
In. some cases the )I* and ./J I may not be in the same direction 
but the resulting torque may be the same as if there were a _//1-
and an equivalent ~, in the same direction. 
For example., Stratton (72) treats the case of a dielectric 
ellipsoid of revolution in an electric field and obtains an expression 
for a torque about an axis perp,endicular to both the field direction 
and the major axis of the ellipsoid" The form of this result is 
(II-11) 
I 
/\ 
where m, is a unit vector along the axis described aboveo er is 
the angle between the electric field direction {the .field strength is 
given by 1=0 ) and the major axis of the ellipsoid. f is some 
function of the shape of the particle and the diel~ctric constants of' 
the ellipsoid and the surr<;>unding medium. This same moment could be 
optained by having a directed along. the major axis of the 
ellipsoid having a value 
,)-I =- f' E',0 c.os <r 
• 
(II-12) 
It can be further shown that 
f = 9,c -9,.e. (IT=l3) 
I 
11 
where g ,e. is the electrical polarizability of the ellipsoid in the 
direction of the major axis and g ~e.. is the electrical polarizabili ty 
of the particle in the transverse direction. . In the case of a. dielec= 
tric particle in.a dielectric solvent this torque may be due to the 
MaxwelL,,,Wagner effect (21). However this result can be generalized 
.to any. polarization mechanism.w:ithmajor a.xes in the same direction. 
The expression used in· the rest of this. derivation is 
~=fl"* + E C 9,e. -g~c.) cos a- (II-14) 
This assumes that the )J .1fr' axis is the one which has the polariza= 
bility g,e. 
The angle has been introduced but a complete coordinate 
system needs to be defined to solve the equation (II-6) ,·, The polar 
and Cartesian coordinate systems to be usedare.illustra.ted inF'igure 1. 
The rectangular coordinat.e system will be used to determine vector 
·products. In this coordinate system 
A I\ A 
• L. h 
E 0 0 
(II=15) 
I 
and 
Figure 1: Cartesian and Polar Coordinate Systems as Used In 
The Theory of the Electro-Optic Effect. 
13 
z 
-
y 
where 
and 
W~ ~ n"~r -
- kT ,v, "' -
" I\ I\ i. j ,k 
.j i. . ... 
,· /J'I. = ,)l cos <r 
r;{ :. cos er 
fy = Stt'\CT' c.asV 
14 
E 
I 
I 
(I1=17) 
I 
I 
I 
(II=l8) 
'I'hus 
w - D E ;.J [t stn2.cr + J (-~mer c.os<T cosv-) kT 
+i(-s1rio- co.s<r smv)] 
• 
The following operator is used to transform a vector in the 
Cartesian system to the coordinate system used here. 
-s,n er 
0 
cos er 
cosc- cosy 
-s,nv 
s1na- COSY 
This operator produces a vector of the form 
r 
v 
cos<r sin V 
cosv 
s, no- s1nv 
' 
• 
15 
(II=l9) 
(II=20) 
(II=21) 
- /\ " " where a-, r and v are the <r J r and v . components of a vector 
in the S'f:)herieal coordinate system when it operates on. the col·umi."'l .. vector 
x 
y 
z 
. where X, y and i. are the 
in questiono Thus 
-
-
<" I,' 
I.. ) J and 
16 
components of the vector 
(II-23) 
.. 
If equation. (II=23) is substituted into equation (II-19) one 
obtains 
where 
P= {II-25} I 
and 
(II=2-6) 
• 
. · In the polar coordinate system used 
(II=-27} 
• 
Thus 
17 
+ /' (- 2 Cr; S 2,(J + S '- t\ L CS-)) J • (II-2S) 
Equation (II=5) becomes 
• 
(II-29) 
Equation (11=29) is separable. If the solution 
f :, f (o-,-l:.) V ('J) (IT=30) 
is tried in equation (II=29) and the variables are separated. one obtains 
( _L 1 ~ (sen#) +.lt< [-stV\r~ l r $l,V\q do d <r f ,- c><:r 
1.8 
- 2f cos<r} f )('l.[sth<r"Cos<rei+-f (-2c.os?.c:, 
t 1 I 'l.,r (II-31) 
+si..V1'1'-)J- 0 ~f 5 sLn-icr= y ~\I ... = kfi. 1 
where ,h.2- is the separation constant. 
The equation i.n the variable V is 
v {II=.32} 
' 
This equation has the solution 
v (II=33) 
Since 1 Y is not dependent upon time, if a boundary condition 
exists such that f =' 1 V is independent of V at any time, 
then· V is .independent of V Thus ~ is restricted to. the 
. value k-:: 0 and 
~=f(cr,t) (II=34) 
• 
Thus a solution to the original equation is 
(II=3-5) 
'rhat is 9 the solution is independent of the variable '/ Therefore 
19 
the only equation that. needs .to be solved is 
-t yz [smcr coscr ;~ +f (-2cos2a--ts1nZU-)]-= b ;~ . (II=J6) 
This equation is solved in detail. in Appendix A, where the solu-
tion is found to be 
P- _Lr cosCw1:-o,) 2.( 1 )_.L 
-'flt il+,au. l+(w/2D)z.+f.3 3u'1- 12 
[ I · cos (2w-t-o.-o,.) ] 
® -I+ (W/Z.D )2. + [(If (<.u/20)'2.)( 11-(W/30)-a.)]'IZ 
v2(3 '). I) , n1 cos c 2wt -c:S'; Y 1 ? + O it - I 2 L 1 +[I+ (,w/ZO)z:, •/£] +. • • .J 
In terms of Legendre polynomials this is 
P _ I ( n + p. cos{ wf; -& , ) + o '2. J_ 
- Lf Tr ( ro I f.l I+ (v>{2.D}~ lz/3 b 
n 2. I [ I Co.s (2 t..&Jt -5-J. ] · 7_ 
+ r2. 1f ~ + [I;- ( w 13 D} i '/z. t • • 0 S 
(II-37) 
" 
(II=JB) 
,, 
20 
Electro=Optic Effect 
. In dilute solutions it may be assumed that. the physical charac= 
teristics of the solvent are unchanged by the presence of the large 
partfoleso Specifically, the polarizationof the solvent in.an elec= 
tric field is unchanged by the presence of the solute particles, if 
there are relatively few solute particles. The total polarization of 
the solution is then simply the sum of the solvent.polarization and the 
polar:Lzation of the solute particles. If there are N solute particles 
per·unit volume then the polarization of the solution is given by 
(II-39) 
I 
where Ps _,:.. is the polarization per unit volume of solvent and 1''1 · 
is the polarization of the nth solute particle. 
If the N particles are identical and the number of particles 
pointing in such. a direction that their principle axe.s fall within 
on the unit sphere is N f d ...0. , then 
N N [ Pn = .[ P., NA, d.!l.., = S "f Np cl.fl 1 (Il-i,o) 
n= I n~1 ..n. . 
where ~ is the distribution function of' the particles in solution, 
may be broken. down into components. 
(11=4-la) 
- ?, cos (Ix) 1= 7'z. cos ( ax) tf.s cos (3 x.) J 
21 
.(ll-4lb) 
~ = JJ, Cos (I :z) -+ f:i. cos (2~) ~ f3 cos(3 z) 
I 
(II-41c) 
where ( I >t) 
and the 'X 
is.the angle between the major axis l of the particle 
direction. The 2 and 3 directions ref er .to the two minor 
axis. directi0ns 0f the particle. If .the electric field is ·in the X 
directiononly, then 
e 
where L = 1, 2, or· 3 and 
direction. 
I 
(IT-42) 
L..'t ~ is the polarizability in the 
C0mbining (II-39),. (II-40), .(II-4la,b,c) and (II-42), 
J (II-43a) 
} (II-43b) 
22 
• 
(II=43 c) 
. When wr.itten out in the (}j )/ coordinate system. each of the terms of 
equations (rr...:43b) and (II-43c) is of the form f. l<T) ~f2,(d") -fSl~'li.y" 
or can easily be reduced to that form. If fl is independent of Y 
then 
err ~ f, (er) J f.,_(11"') +sin2 Y fdv =O I (II-44.) 
and P1 .and Pa are equal to zero. 
,The theory as developed can b13 used for the electric. field of a 
light wave if a wave front with an area large.enough such.that the 
volume described by this a.rea times a small increment.of the wave ... 
length. is large enough to include .a large total number of· particles. 
It may be that most particles are not wholly within this volume, but 
the s:um of all. the parts of particles within this volume represents a 
large number of particles. The increment of wavelength is chosen in 
. such a .. manner that the electric field. in .the volume described can be 
treated as constant over the volume. Thus.the theory up to equation 
. {II=44} is proper for a light wave·polarizedin the 7C direction 
. and traveling in a direction perpendicular to ~. · If this direction 
· is taken to be the ~ direction3 an equation similar to (II=43a.) may 
be written for l:tght. polarized in the ~ direction. 
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p'!j 
+ 9 3 GOS1 (3!j) j/'cJ-<L (II=45) 
Birefringence is defined by 
_ 7\v '2. -1) :). 1)1 "l, rl\ l 
6.n = n>< - n-, = 11: +11; =- 2. ~ ,., , (II-46) 
where n is the average index of refraction of the material. From 
electromagnetic theory 
__:. ~ ~ ......... 
D ::: t12. E. ~ E -+Yrr P (II=47) 
Q 
Writing (II=47), in comp01'.J.E,nt form and. rearranging terms, 
(II=48b) 
) 
so 
I 
or 
But 
·n2 , 
- ,$ -
"ITr :: 0 (II-50) J 
so that 
An = 2J( N Sf :I, [ cos~ (l x) -cos1 (1 :'Ji]+ q1 [ CoS1 (l. x) 7co~21J)] 
.· .....(\. 
In the coordinate system of Figure 1 if '32. = g3 , equation (II=51) 
becomes 
,r z:rr 
Ll n = ~ N S ) lg 1 [ tosacr ~s,n?.a- S-t'12 'V] 
cr~o V=-O 
(II-52a) 
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This may be reduced to 
• (II-52b) 
. If p is independent of V then integration over Y · yields 
If f i.s 7xpanded :i.n terms of Legendre polynomials 
. tD 
? ==-L c., Pn {c.os o-) 
n-=-o 
(II-54) 
I 
final integration yields 
(II-55) 
From equa t:Lons (II-5 5) an~ . (II-3$), the birefringence is given by . 
-f_....=,:..:;..~~---~~ (II-56) 
• 
. 2.6 
This may also.be written in the form 
+ COS (2wt- 8 )] 
. ) 
(II-57) 
whe·re 
and 
2. 
·p- ¥ 
- 2. (J 
(II-59) 
If the peak values of the alternating.· component and. steady component 
of the birefringence are written ottt separately one obtains 
z. 1-tz.P 
p ,/t 'f (W/60)2. 
1-t ~ (w/1,o)z. (II-60) 
J 
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and 
t . . . 
A :::liIC( _ (A1E) fp+ I 7. iln st n I 5' q 9 g~) KT l l-t 'f (w/~P )2.j.(II-61) 
In both ~qua.ti on ( II-60) and ( I;I-61). the low frequency limit. is 
Thus 
~·· 1 + 2P 
p + 1-t If ( w/,o) ~ P+ I ) 
I -,.. 4 ( w/"0)2. J (II-63) 
-
and! 
(II-64) 
• 
This is a convenient form in which. to pres.ent the frequency dependent 
character 6f the electro-optic eqi'.iaBions. In.all of, the above the term 
W /, 0 was chosen since many of the references in the literature 
refer to a relaxation time equal to I /, D . 
The types of response curves expected for different values of P 
are shown in Figures 2, 3, 4:J and 5. The curves for the steady component 
between the values of P . = 0 and P = - / are curves which 
would change sign if plotted on a linear scale. 
Figure 2: Theoretical Steady Component of the Electro-Optic 
Effect as a Function of W /60 for Varying Values 
of p From =1 to -·CO and Fromt-a, to O (A). 
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Figure 3: Theoretical Steady Component of the Electro-Optic 
Effect as a Function o.f W /'D for Varying Values 
of' p From O to -1 (B). 
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Figure 4: Theoretical Alternating Component of the Electro-
Optic Effect as a Function of W ;, D for Vary-
ing Values of f::> 
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Figure 5: Theoretical Phase Angle of the Electro Optic Effect 
as a Function of U> /l:, D for Varying Values of 
p ' 
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Other Relaxation Mechanisms 
The optical response described above is due to the presence of 
both a perm.anent and an induced dipole. The mechanism involved in the 
response due to a permanent dipole must be orientation:, since by its 
very definition the dipole is permanently attached to the macromolecule. 
However the induced dipole by its very definition implies something 
that is transitory. 
Mathematically other relaxationmechanisms may be introduced as 
particular forms of a general scheme in which additional functions 
specify a variation with frequency of the phase angle. Thus in the 
first step of the procedure no assumption is made about any mechanism 
in the induction of the dipole. 
If the variation in magnitude is associated with the term 
I 
! 
and the variation in phase with the.· electric field 
then one immediately obtains the term 
(II=65) 
where the t\w) and the q> lw) are the functions described. The 
term r~ may be substituted for y& ( ) o in equation II-26, 
If the substitution described above is made, the effect upon the 
equations inAppendix A is to alter equation (A-26) such. that the 
c:.os~wt term becomes cos2(wt-4>Cw) \ 0 The ./lw) may be 
'yL 
carried in the perturbation term o This produces an equation 
similar in form to equation (A=51) from which the solution to (A=26) 
can be deduced. Thus the distribution function p . is altered only 
in its last term to become 
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I ( P. o coslw:t;-S.\ o 2. _J_ P = 'tn l.. 6 + r, (d r + ( w 12.0 )2- + f2 p , . 
r: .I 
• [ I + ("'/20)a. 
cos (2 ,,.rt -o, -6"1-) J 
+ [ ( f-f (W/20)~)( 1-f (w/'30 )2 )] lie. 
+ o2 )(2. fl··')+ [ \ + Cos (Z.wt -&',. -· :2. 6 lw )J ] t r~ q ~ 0 [ f-f ( W /'30):1] I/~ j " (II-66) 
.The birefringence expression becomes 
Lln :.~ If (g, -q,) ffa~ ( 1-tC~/20)"-
: 
( I cos ( 2wt -01.-:l.cj>(w\)) 2 
" •. + [1-f (W/30):i] itz. ... , ~ 
• 
(II-67) 
Arry theoretical approach to the frequency dependence of the induced 
moment should.. now be able. to be cast.in.the form of the last equation. 
A;number of workers (21,34,39,?2). have considered possible 
polarization mechanisms, but only.a few have worked.out .the t:;i.me de..; 
pend.ency of. the mechanisms. 0 1Konski (44) has done work ih which both 
. the Ma.xwell ... Wag.ner ·mechanism, whi.ch.was worked our earlier by Fricke 
(21), a.mi an. addition to this theory of a surface conductivity brought 
. about by· the presence of mobile· pr0tons, electrons, . holes or· ions is 
considered. These surface conductivity contributions ar.e generalized· 
as an effective volume conductivity, which affect the dielectric (; 
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increment (which could be related to the mag.nitude of (9 1 e. -9,-c.) ) 
and the rela.."'i"lition time 
e + Es (1/A -I) 
<r-t Os (I/A - I) ) 
where the A values are the . depola.riza.ti.on factors defined. by 
(II-68) 
Here (A. , lo , and C. a.re the principle .. axes of the equi va.lent 
ellipsoid model. of the parti.cle and j assumes the values "'- , b or 
C. . Tables of these values as well as graphs a.re given by Osborn 
(55). The relaxation time given is for an expression of the type 
+etD (II-70) 
F0r our purposes the A e may be related to the magnitude of the 
polarizability. ( q,c.-q1e.) In. the dielectric case, however, the 
time dependent applied field is implied and in the case of the induced 
moment it must be stated. Thus the polarization is given by 
) . (II=71) 
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where 
• 
(11 ... 72) · 
Thus for this model 
} (II-73) 
and 
<P lw) =~-, w-t: 
• (II-74) 
It should be noted again tha~ the above describes. the M'.a.:x:W'ell~Wagner 
effect and by. proper modification of the term ~ also includes all 
effects i:r.i, w;rd:c% surface conductivity is present. In addition any other 
mechanism which would present .a result of the form of equation (II-70) 
.is irom.ediately applicable. 
What has been determined is that a relaxation mechanism of some 
sort involving the. induced moment on the macromolecule would produce 
a.fall off inthe alternating.and steady component of the electro-
optic effect and possibly a dielectric relaxation and loss· s.i!nilar to 
that expected for orientation of the macromolecules. However unless 
the two effects are coincident in frequency, they can be separated. 
This will be .. considered in, .more detail. in the specific. cases whe.re it 
is ... useful. 
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Polydispersity 
A brief mention will be made now of the effects of polydispersity. 
In the theor-.r as developed in this chapter, it has been assumed that the 
N molecules per unit volume were identicaL That is, it was assumed 
that they had the same )I ; 9,c. 9 '3~c. , ( ~ 1 -g 1 ), and D. This 
condition is highly improbable in a solution of· large molecul.es. How= 
ever, if whatever molecules are present do not interact with one 
.anotherj and this is also an implicit assumption of the theory, then 
the effect of the different species of molecules present is additive, 
In this it nrust be remembered that. the alternating component of bire= 
fringence has an associated phase angle and·the addition for this case 
must be vectoral addition. The analysis of polydispersity of a 
This will be:, 
di.sc:usss:d fo:r, a p,'.2.r;,.i,.:::.lu3.r ca.:3e in Chapter IV. 
CHAPTER III 
EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES 
The equipment used to measure the electro-optic effect consists 
of several different equipment combinations which will require separate 
i 
descriptions. The manner in which basic quantities may be calculated 
from the measurements will be discussed, so that meaningful comparisons 
can be made between these measurements and the measurements made by 
others. 
The Electro=Optic Measurement System 
The system used to measure the electro=optic effect consists of a 
series of components that form a narrow beam of right circularly polar-
ized . light J a cell ! containing the m.ac:romolecular solution in. w::-1ich 
birefringence has been induced, and a series of elements for detecting 
the electro=optic response. 
Figure 6 · shows a diagram of the optical bench and the equipment 
which is not directly involved with the signal voltages. The lamp (LA) 
is powered by a bank of batteries with a storage ca.pa.city greatly ex-
ceeding the power requirements.of thEl lamp. 'I'his prevents excessive 
change in the light level while measurements a.re being made. 'r:he lamp 
itself is a Phillips 8 Vo J 50 watt. prefocused projector la.n1p. The 
output of the lamp is focused on an aperture (AP) in a plate, thus 
providing a rough point source of' light. Next in place on the optical 
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Figure 6: The Optical Bench With Associated F.quipment. The 
elements on the bench are the lamp (LA.), aperture 
(AP), photodiode (PD), multiple lens (ML), polar-
izing prd.sm (P), quarter wave plate (W), electro-
optic cell ( C), analyzing prism (A), interference 
filter (F), lens (1) and photonrultiplier (PM). 
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bench but not actually in the optical path is a photodiode (PD), type 
1N2175, The function of this photodiode will be described later. The 
next element is a multiple lens and aperture system (ML) which consists 
of an f/3:5 100 mm lens system. The image of the aperture formed by 
this lens system is focused to the left of the cell (C) in Figure 6, 
Ideally, a collimated beam of nondiverging light focused at infinity is 
desired, However, because the aperture (AP) is of finite size, as is 
the aperture in the multiple lens system (ML), focusing the beam to the 
left of the cell was found to be the best configuration for maintaining 
a maximum light flux through the system while avoiding a diverging beam 
with its consequent problems of reflection from the sides of the prisms 
and the electro-optic cell. Actual distances between elements were 
determined approximately by calculations in which the major considera-
tion was the maximization of the amount of light striking the photo= 
multiplier. Final fine adjustment was ma.de by triaL The aperture of 
the lens was adjusted so that a maximum of light would go through the 
next element of the system without reflecting from an.y of its sides, 
The next element is a 5 mm, Glan=Thompson polarizing prism (P), The 
polarizing direction is at 45° to the horizontal. Following this is a 
quarter wave plate (W) vtlth its fast axis oriented in the horizontal 
direction, All of these elements, except the photodiode, produce a 
right circularly polarized beam of light. 
The next element in the system is the cell which contains the 
material. being studied, Two cells were used, and will be described as 
the large cell and the small cell, 
'rhe large cell consists of a brass body and lid, and features a 
top electrode which is adjustable from the outside so that the distance 
between electrodes can be varied" The electrodes are platimum plated 
brasso They are·8cmo long in the direction of the optical path and 
1 cm. wide. The ga.p can be varied from 0.5 cm. to about 8 cm. There 
is a p:rovision in the side of the cell for prob.e electrodes to measure 
the electric field in the cell itself. There is 1.0 cm. of Teflon 
. between the electrodes and the brass sides of the cell. The electrodes 
are within 0.004 inches of the glass windows at either end of the cell. 
A provision for a thermistor is made in the bottom electrode. The. 
circulating water used to maintain the temperature of the cell is in 
direct contact with the bottom electrode. The bottom electrode is also 
grounded. 
The small cell is made of stainless steel and Teflon. The elec-
trodes are 2 .• 54 cm. square and the bottom electrode may be changed to 
obtain. various spacings. The electrode spacing may be further altered 
wlth an additional spacer between the cell cover and the c~ll body. 
The total variation in possibl.e gaps is from about 0.05 cm. to 0.}5 cm. 
The side boundaries o:f the gap are Teflon. At the ends of the cell the 
glass windows are approximately O. 5 cm., from the electrodes. A provi= 
sion is made in the cover of the cell for admitting a thermistor probe 
into the fluid. Another provision is made for circulating a liquid in 
the cell body to control the temperature. 
A Haake temperature controller and circulator is used to maintain 
. the temperature of the cell. Although the controller is capable of 
control to within 0.01 degrees, the cell is not. actually maintained 
within that range because application of the electric field to.the 
condu.cting fluids used in all cases causes heating in. the cell. This 
will pe considered ft.rlher under a descripti9n of procedures. 
All of the remaining elements in the optical system are attached 
to, or are contained in the photomultiplier housing. The first of these 
elements is the analyzing prism (A). This is identical to the polar= 
izing pri.sm (P) and is oriented at 90° to the polarizer (P), Next is 
a 2,0 by 2,0 inch interference filter (F) which passes light at a wave= 
length· of 578 millimicrons o 'This was placed in. the photomultiplier 
housing because in that position it also filtered stray light entering 
the photomultiplier housing and reduced the problem created by such 
light to a negligible leveL Next is a small lens (L) used to spread 
the beam of light slightly so that.it str:ikes the photosensitive sur= 
.face of the photomultiplier over a larger area, The photomultiplier is 
an R.CoA, 931A with a piece of plactic placed over its window to fur-
thur diffuse the incoming light over the photosensitive surface, The 
photomultiplier is powered by a Hamner model JOl high voltage power 
supplyo 
An analysis of the function of the optics described above is 
given by Thurston (77) in a paper describing response of systems of the 
general nature used in this studyo For the specific system described 
above the photocurrent is given by the expression 
(III=l) 
I 
where ~ is the phase retardation in the material in the electro= 
optic cell and , .r0 is the photocurrent when h = 0 , If ~ is 
small, this reduces to 
(ll.l=2) 
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Solving for [; one obtains 
-
-
1 
-
' 
(III=3) 
This is connected to the ·theory by the equation 
-
-
(III-4) 
J 
where l_ is the length of the path in the cell, not the optical path 
length, and is the wavelength of .the light in.air. 
Equations (II-58), (II-60) and (II-61) present. the form of 
electro=optic. response e~pected for macromolecular. orientation. Even 
if the theory does not adequately describe what is observed, one can 
at least measure a steady component of birefringence, an alternating 
component of birefringence at twice the applied frequency and a phase 
angle associated with the alternating component. The block diagrams in 
Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the various equipment configurations used. The 
different diagrams indicate the differences in the manner of obtaining 
the reference for phase measurements and the magnitude of the applied 
voltage for the steady component.or alternating component measurements. 
In general, the probe electrodes and amplifier were used as the voltage 
reference be.low 103 Hz. in those cases where the sensitivity of the 
material was great enough that the large cell could be used with. at 
. least a 3. 5 cm. gap. The voltage across a resistor in .series with the 
cell was used with the small cell at.low frequencies and the voltage 
applied to the cell.was used in both the small cell a.nd.larg.e cell at 
frequencies above 1o3 Hz. 
Figure 7: Block Diagram of the Equipment as Used for Steady 
Component Measurements. In specific applications 
the elements in the dashed lines may be replaced 
by one of the two systems in Figure 9. 
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Figure 8: Block Diagram of the Equipment as Used for 
Alternating Component Measurements. In specific 
applications tb.e elements .in the dashed lines may 
be replaced by o~e of the two systems in Figure 
9, 
,. . 
' 
' I 
I 
I 
1-. 
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Figure 9: Block Diagrams of Alternate Systems for Reference 
Voltage Determination. 
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The circuit diagrams of the bias box and the frequency doubling 
circuit are shown in Figure lOo The bias box is designed to compensate 
for fluctuations in the light leveL The circuit involving.the photo= 
diode is intended to balance out the voltage that is present even when 
no birefringence is present, that is, the signal of equation (III-1) 
. when = () o 'I'he other bias circuit is present because. the photo= 
diode is not linear in its response o Approximate linearity is obtained 
by inserting a small glass plate in the optical path at the aperture 
(AP) and varying the voltage in the photodiode and bias circuit until 
such an insertion produces no change in the output voltage of the bias 
box, The photomultiplier power supply is adjusted to produce a LO V. 
output from the photomultiplier (loaded by a 187 K ohm resistor) under 
the ~ = 0 condition mentioned above. 
The frequency doubling circuit is a clipping device, That is, 
one polarity of the sine wave is removed and a zero voltage is substi= 
tuted, The Fourier analysis of this wave form indicates that the com-
ponent at twice the sine wave frequency is C. 0 S 2 (;\) t when the input 
is COS Wt' o That is, there is no phase shift involved. The D,Co 
fundamental, and higher harmonic components are filtered out by a 
Princeton Applied Research Model JB-4 lock=in amplifier, The 15 Kohm 
resistor is for the protection of the diode, 
Figures 7, 8 and 9 illustrate the instrumental configurations 
used, but a description of this function is still .. in order, In all 
cases a sinusoidal signal originates in the oscillator, This is a 
Hewlett Packard 202C oscillator for the frequency range ls--105 Hz, and 
a Hewlett Packard 650A oscillator for frequencies from 105 to 106 Hzo 
1rhis signal is amplified by a K:ron=Hite D,C,10, 10 watt amplifier 
Figure 10: Circuit Dia.grams of Frequency Doubler and Bias Box. 
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which.has a frequency range of D.C. to 106 Hz. If the cell presents a 
high.impedence load to the amplifier, a maximum of·about 200 V. r.m.s. 
can be obtained from the amplifier. The amplified sinusoidal si.gna.l is 
applied to the electrodes of the cell. Depending. upon. the material in 
the cell and the frequency of the applied voltage, a reference voltage 
is taken either from the probe electrodes in the cell .. as in Figure 9b, 
the voltage applied to the cell as in Figures 7 and 8, or the voltage 
across a small resistor placed in series with .the cell a.sin Figure 9a. 
Further instrumentation depends upon whether the steady component of 
alternating c.omponent. of the electro-optic effect is to be measured. 
If the steady component is to bemeasured,the reference voltage 
goes to a Hewlett Packard 403A A. C. transistor voltmeter. This volt-
meter can also operate as a differential voltmeter because it contains 
its own power supply and is not grounded. If the alternating component 
is to be meas·u.red, the reference voltage goes to both the A.C. volt= 
meter and to the doubling circuit. From the doubling. circuit the sig-
nal is fed to the reference channel of the lock-in amplifier. 
The voltage applied to the celLproduces the electro-optic effect 
which. produces a. change in the photocurrent of the photomultiplier. 
The current.from the photomultiplieris directed to ground through a 
187 Kohm. resistor. The voltage acros\S this resistor is called the 
photovoltage and it is this that is.finally.measured using. an inS-tru= 
ment with a 10 M ohm input resistance. 
If the steady component of.the response is to be measured, then 
this voltage is fed into the bias box which adds approximately LO V. 
and makes minor adjustments for fluctuations in the intensity of the 
light.source. From the bias box the signal is. fed to a Hewlett Packard 
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412A DoCo voltmetero The voltmeter is used as a visual.indicator and 
as an amplifier to drive one axis of a Moseley 1.35 X=y.recorder. The 
· final data is measur.ed from the plots made. by the. x=y recorder. 
If the alternating component is .. _to he measured, the photovol,tage 
is first fed to an operational amplifie.ro This. is .. done to provide a 
proper impedance match. The operational amplifier has a high input 
impedance while the lock=in amplifier does . ."not. The signal is then 
directed to the signal channel of the·lock-in amplifier. The lock-in 
amplifier is used to measure both the amplitude and phase angle of the 
alternating component. The D.C. _voltmeter is us.ed to check the no-
signal photomultiplier output. 
Experimental Procedure 
The exact procedures are important as it was found that heating., 
d~gradation.and electrode effects often produced erroneous results. 
The procedures used either avoided these problems or.checked for their 
presenceo The methods of sakple preparation. are discussed later. 
After preparing the ma.teria.lci the. pH .and conductivity. were meas= 
. i 
ured. The conductivity was measured in the electro-optic cell or in a 
test cell constructed .for that purpose. The filled electro-optic cell 
was mounted on the bench.and the electrical connection, circulating 
water hoses and thermistor attached. The water circulator was.then 
turned on.and everything was all.owed to come to thermal equilibrium. 
The field was then applied for several minutes before measurements 
were made. This was done because it was observed that if.any.radical 
changes . occur 3 ._ they generally occur during the . first few minutes of the 
application of the electric fieldo The lowest frequency measurements 
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were taken first because they were usually the most difficult. 
When the steady component.data was .taken. the procedure was to 
(1) adjust.. the oscillator to the new frequency, (2) adjust the applied 
voltage, (3} check temperature and photovoltage with no signal applied 
to cell, (4) start the x=y recorder on a time sweep, (5). apply and re-
move the voltage at least. three times in at least .. three second inter= 
vals while observing the D.C. voltmeter for proper response. The 
traces on the paper in the x-y recorder.then·provided.a record of the 
stead.y component level change which could be.averaged to reduce the 
effect of noise. · Between measureme.nts the signal was removed to allow 
the cell to.come to thermal equilibrium.again. 
When alternating component measurements were made the procedure 
was to (1) adjust the oscillator to the new frequency, (2) tune the 
lock=in amplifier to twice the.oscillator frequency, (3) adjust the 
phase angle such that the same signal introduced into both the. refer= 
ence and signal channels produced a null (quadrature condition), (4) 
adjust the applied volta.ge 5 (5). make measurement .of quadrature compo-
nent, (6) readjust phase for in=phase conditiori., (?) measure the in-
phase voltage. Better measurements could often be made if~.the .magni-
tude we:remeasured by changing ... the phase to obtain a.. maximum. and., then by 
going.back and measuring the phase separately. The lock=in,amplifier 
was uncalibrated so that a separate calibration measurement had to be 
made to obtain the . alternating component in. terms of voltages. 
After a. complete set of data was obtained, a r.echeck .of s.ome of 
. the first data points was made to. assure that the material had not 
changed because of degradation. In a number of. the earlier attempts, 
·these rechecks resulted in.rejection of the data and. re:retit.ion of 
6Q 
the measurements, 
Another check was made on each.of the materials to.assure that 
the measured signal was due to birefringence and.not to. light intensity 
variation. This was accomplished by rotating the analyzing.prism 
through.90° and remeasuring the signal, The sign.of that part of the 
signal which. was, due to birefringence changed, but. not that part of the· 
signal which was due to light intensity fluctuations. "All of the ma-
terials reported in.this thesis were found to·have negligible light 
,intensity fluctuation contributions, However,.in some earlier measure-
ments on TMV taken .before final purifi.cation,. the light. intensity .flue-
tuation contribµtion was as large as 15 per c.ent of. the total signal at 
.low frequencies, 
Reduction.of Data 
A complete reduction of the data to the basic .. quantities of the 
theory is not possible without additional measurements of the. macro-
molecular solutions by other methods and additional knowledge about the 
solvent and.its interaction with the macromolecules. Therefore a meth= 
od of reducti.on had to be devised which W0uld present results. in .terms 
of quantities that others could easily determine. from their own meas= 
urements and which.could be easily.related to the basic quantities of 
the theory if enough information were a.vailabl.e. One such .scheme can 
be derived from the constants usually assigned to the Kerr effect. 
(III=5) 
where K is the Kerr· constant~ K .s:p the specific. .Kerr constant 
and c the concentration of solute. The specific Kerrconstant 
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has been defined (44) in two ways. The first is the weight specific 
Kerr constant · where C is the weight . of solute divided by the weight 
of solution. ,The second is the volume specific Kerr constant where C.. 
is the volume of solute divided by volume of solution. Fo,r the. pur= 
poses of this.thesis the weight.specific Kerr constant will be used. 
Equation (III=5) is applicable in the case of a constant ele.ctric 
field. For the alternating field case a s.imilar- form.must be adopted 
which,would better fit the theory. Such.a form is 
r [ I cos( 2wt -G. -Sz.) J Lin= l. KsH l+(w /2D)2 + ( ( 1 + (w/2Q1-)( I +(w/30)i)'/%J 
where 
I/ [ I cos C 2 wt - oz.) 1 ) E 2. + ,, s z. · + l ! -t ( w /3 D )z. ) 172 J .5 C o I 
(III-c) 
is the specific Kerr constant associated with the per-
manent moment, k's 2, is the Kerr constant associated with, the induced 
moment.and £:. is defined by the equation 
E (III-7) I 
where E is the applied field in abvolts per cm. Equation (III~6) 
describes the response if C.. , £·0 , K SI , Ks2. and D are. 
known. In terms of theoretical quantities as given in equation (II=56) 
(III=8) 
I 
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and 
(III=9) 
' 
The photorespo~se is 
where e is the total voltage appearing at the phot.omultipLier out-
put, e O is the photovoltage when An.= 0 ' et is the D.C. 
· voltage change when a signal is applied to the electro.optic cell and 
<; ; e .2. . is the peak value ~f the alternating .. component of the photo-
voltage.. Considering equation (III-6), equation (III-3) and equation -
(III=4) one obtains 
-
-
and 
e,, eDS (2. wi-S) 
eo 
e.-rrL r K cos c2.wt-s,-~2:l. 
- ). 1 SI [(l+(W/ZD)~)(H(w/30):&.)] 1/2. 
(III-12) 
As W approaches zero, b , ~ 1 and ~2. approach z.ero, making 
the cosine terms approach.one. Thus the. low.frequency l;i.mits of 
equations {III=ll) and (II:J:,.,,12) become 
2.nL 
A 
In the high frequency limit they become 
(tL~co =O 
and 
( e ) _ '2.:1rL K Ee.. ~ w~OO - A SZ. C. o 
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(III=l3) 
(III-lli.) 
) 
• 
'I'hus for a given measurement. the specific Kerr constants can be deter= 
mined by 
2ir Le. E~ I 
(IIT-16) 
en-Le E.1. J 
(III=l7) 
and 
(III=lS) 
For a monodisperse medium the D . value may. be obtained by 
finding the point halfway between the high frequency limit. and. the low 
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frequency limit ( -fo ) . That is, if 
+ (III-l9) I 
then 
(III-20) 
I 
or 
-
-
(III-21) 
• 
Even if the material is polydisperse such a.method i.s a .. consistent way 
of determining an average D value. 
In addition, a rough measure of polydispersity can be obtained by 
making determinations of D at two other points. If these points 
are arbitrarily.taken to be 1/5 a.nd 4/5 of the values between the high 
and low frequency limits of the. steady component data, then at.these 
points 
-\ + (uJo/2 D) 2 
or 
I 
s I 
I 
(III-22) 
(III=23) 
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and 
(III-24} 
+ I 
or 
D~ (III-25) • 
In the next chapter· this rough determination will be compared to an 
actual polydispersity of one case. 
The formalism for determining.the values of J<SI , f<sa. and 
K~ should not be affected by polydispersity since only the high 
and low frequency limits of the data.are used. Further reduction 
could occur only if the values N and ( 9 ,-<,la.) were known. These 
could be determined by flow birefringence. measurements. 
For· convenience in presenting· the frequency dependent . part of 
the data3 the steady component . and .the alternating ... component. will be 
normalized by dividing by the lowfreq:uencylimit..of the steady compo-
nent. Such a procedure puts the data· in. a form that is easily c.ompared 
with .the .theoretical curves in Figures 2, 3 and 4. This normalization 
. in no way affects the phase angle which. is already in a conveni.ent. form 
for comparison·with theory. 
CHAPTER IV 
EFFECTS OF POLYDISPERSITY 
The effect of polydispersity in a sample is easy to determine 
only if the polydispersity is known. In this chapter an example of a 
polydispersity analysis will be given and a synthesis of the results 
expected for the determined polydispersity will be made to check the 
results. The material used for the example is Baymal. The analysis 
will be divided into sections on the determination of polydispersity 
from the steady component. of birefringency, a synthesis of the expected 
results of that polydispersity and a discussion of possible variations 
of other parameters. 
Preparation of Baymal 
Baymal is the trade name of a colloidal. alumina. produced hy the 
E. I. DuPont de Nemours Company and is supplied in. the form of a dry 
powder. A further description of the material. is given in Chapter V. 
The sample was prepared as follows: (1) a slurry of the Baymal 
powder was made at a concentration of 20 per cent in 2 per cent nitric 
acid and was allowed to stand for 24 hours; (2) the resulting sol was 
then diluted to 4.per cent.and blenaed in.a Waring blenaer for 15 min= 
utes, (3) the solution was then dialyz.ed. against deionized water for 
19 days and filtered through a 3 micron millipore filter to remove 
dust particles, (4.) concentration was determined by drying a weighed 
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sample of the solution inan 80° oven.for approximately 4 hours and 
weigJ+ing the residue, (5) the solution.concentration was then lowered 
to 0.3 per cent by adding deionized water. 
The resistivity of the s.olution was approximately 1.8 x 104 ohm= 
cm. and the pH was 5.5. The. conductivity is approximate because at. the 
time the data was taken silicone rubber was used to attach. the windows 
to the cell and this was a source of ionic. contamination. 
The data was taken as described in,Chapter III, and is.shown in 
Figure 11. The steady component was analyzed for·polydispersity as 
described below. 
Polydispersity Analysis 
The steady component data was chosen as the basis __ for.the poly-
dispersity analysis because the form of the theor~tical equatio~s for 
·the steady state is the same for all values of P The frequency 
variable :pa.rt of that.eql,la.tion.can be analyzed.for polydispersity with 
respect to D ;independently of any polydispersity of P 
The method employed to make this analysis is .. a specialization of 
il 
the method described by ~arlow and Lamb (1). ·The method consists of 
approximating the polydispersity by the slope of the birefringence" 
The theoretical.form of this method will.be.developed and then related 
to the electro ... optic response. 
Suppose. that .an equation 
CD 
I Un ~) s w (In "t) t+ (w't)2- cl (In c) {IV=l) 
-lO 
is .tobe analyzed for W (IV\ 't) given 1 (In w} ·The term 
Figure 11: Electro-Optic Response of Oo3 Per Cent Ba.yma.l No. L 
The best monodisperse fit is represented by dash-
ed. lines and the polydisperse fit for constant 
p is represented by the solid lines. The 
dimensions of C:, and frequency are both sec.-1 
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W (Int) can be described as a distribution function over IV\ "t 
of the expression An approximate solution may be 
obtained by substituting a step function for l-t-(W't)2. 
if W"t < I 
wt '71 
then 
9 by 
I 
1 + (w 't)2. . will be approximated by 
() , Thus equation (IV-1) becomes 
It\ t' 
I(lnw) ~) W(lnt) d(lr)1) 
-oo 
That is, 
and if 
(IV-2) 
• 
Inc' is determined by W 'c' = / Differentiation with respect 
to 
d TC/n w) 
cl (In w) 
produces 
. d ( In 1') =- -W(ln 1') • (IV-3) d (In w )-
Thus the result obtained.is that a first approximation to the distri= 
bution function is the negative of the slope of the function I ( I V'I w) , 
From equation (IV-1) it can be determined that the effect of W (/fl 't) 
on J (h, "1) is additive. The second approximation may he made by 
recalculating a function Ti usin§ equation (IV-1) and using·the 
procedure outlined above for finding the distribution function of·the 
difference between the original function and the recalculated function. 
The second approximation to the distribution function. is then the sum 
of the two distribution.functions obtained, This procedure maybe 
repeated as many times as desired, However the procedure does not 
quickly. converge to the desired answer,. 
The form of the steady component of the electro=optic effect is 
given by 
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(IV=4) 
I 
where 
I /Z.D (IV=5) 
"' 
If there are m discrete species of molecules then 
(IV-6) 
If a continuous spectrum of such species is·present then 
L\ n =-t L'i n0 W( 1.:) ( P(1J + 1-t ~w'IJ .:) d 't:.:, (IM) 
c~, 
where the intervals d C.:. neither overlap nor leave gaps in the 
values of "[ 
The data. was taken in approximately equal logrithmic steps, 'I'he 
values ~l and d (c:, are completely general in equation (IV=7) 
and could easilyrepresent logrithmic steps in ~ However, it 
. is convenient to rewrite the equation in terms of / n "c L instead 
of ~O:.. 
6.n::: t ~now 011 'rtl ( p (Ir\ 't,) + H ~w 1:, 1~) d (/11 'r,) 
l:.I 
{IV=-8) 
The equation is still completely general, but the functions w and 
P are redefined to give the same values for the argument I n '[ {_ 
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as for "ti. in equation· (IV=7). In ·the lim.it .. as "f't'\ becomes very 
large and d ( In tt) very small equation :(IV-8) becomes 
The two terms in brackets may be separated to give 
(IV-10) 
f.t(w't)'L cl (f n 't) 
The first integral is a. constant with respect to W 
Ano p Thus 
. which is a.n equation of the form of et11ua.tion ~IV-1). 
, and is 
(IV-11) 
The program 11 PLYDIX 11 , found :,in Appendix B, wa.s used·to calculate 
the distribution function as described above. Using.this. program, the 
calculated. distribution, functicm for a. s.et of "perfect" data did· not 
change significantly after the eighth approximation. The half width 
resolution of the distribution function was .about one-sixth of a decade 
after eight approximations. 
Data . obta;i..ned by measuring the BaymaL sample was plotted a.nd a 
smooth line drawn through.the plotted points. Points were taken from 
this line.at.one twenty=fifth decade intervals. These points were then 
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the input to the program_ 11 PLYDIX.". The results of the calculations 
·using this program are shown in Figure 12. The results.are plotted as 
a function of P rather than as a function of t" because it is 
then possible to compare the polydispersity directly with.the data. 
This was helpful in visualizing the effect of the polydispersity on the 
sample. The one to one functional relationship between tt and D 
riecessary for the transformation.is given in equation .(IV-5). A re-
calculation of the electro-optic response using.these points did not 
produce an accurate r.etrace on any of the response curves. Several 
similar distribution functions were trie(;l.. The one which eventually 
was most successful in fitting.the steady component is shown in 
Figure 11 as the solid line. 
The values of Q , Dl> . and Dz.. . for this sample are also 
plotted on.the same graph. The spacing of these values is very much 
·• less than the actual spread in the values of the polydispersity, but 
. these three values do. illustrate the. approximate D value and the 
skewness of the polydispersity. 
Figure 10 shows the data and recalculated curves with the value 
of (=) assumed to be constant for all the species of particles pres-
ent. The fit of the data to the steady component curve is very good. 
However, the alternating component and phase angle data fit the mono-
disperse curves better than thepolydisperse curves. 
Polydispers.i ty of p 
The poor fit of the alternating component .and phase angle may be 
due to.the use of a constant p rather than one which varies with0. 
Thatis, it is probable that the Pc: of equation (IV-6) would vary 
Figure 12: The Ca.lculated Polyd.ispersity and a Polyd.ispersity 
Producing a Better Fit Between the Steady Com-
ponent Theory and Data. The points connected 
by dashed lines and having vertical bars are the 
calculated points and those connected by the 
solid line and having horizontal bars are the 
polyd.ispersity values producing the best fit. 
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as some function of D or 't A method of analyzing .· the data for 
such. a variation in P may be possible, .b'ut it .would be quite in= 
volved since two functions would have to be determined simultaneously. 
However 9 a synthesis of a . curve . gi v.en a . polydispersity of D and a 
variation of P as a .function of D as in equation (IV-10) is 
possible. The program 11 POLYP 11 was written to do this. Using .. this 
program, reasonable approximations may be made of variations of P with 
D and the resultant curves may be calculated. The equations used 
to perform.this calculation are for the steady component 
. (IV-12) 
I 
for the out of ,phase component 
A, m 
n'Alt. - , W r- w/20~ - w /3Dt 
A n - /__. '- (1t(Ld/2J)c.)"'J{I f (CP/3DcJz: 
U O ~ , (IV-1.3} 
--P. l w /30;,. ] 1-t (W/3 Di. ) 2 
I 
and for·the in phase co~ponents 
+p I ] l I -t ( w l3DL )r . (IV=l4) • 
The alternating component and phase ang.le were calculated from .the in 
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and out of phase components.by 
(IV=15) 
I 
and 
I ' (IV-16) 
Figure 13 illustrates the variations that may be possible in the 
alternating component and phase angle with variations· in the value of 
p as a function of D In these cases the average value of P 
as defined by (IV=lCl) and (IV-11) is held constant even though P is 
a function of D The cases selected show that such variation.pro-
duces a better fit to the datao In one case the phase angle fit is 
very,much closer at. the expense of the alternating component fit. In 
another case both components are closer. These are compared with the 
constant P case and the data, 
Frequency Dependence of f' 
The possibility that.the poor fit between the data and the phase 
angl.e and, alternating component was due to a frequency dependence in 
P was consideredo Two computer programs, 11SEP 11 and "ALL" were 
writ ten to analyze. the data. for the functions f ( W) and 4> ( CN) 
as in equation (IT,,67) and to then synthesize the magnitude, phase 
angle, and steady comf1ionent from known polydispersity and. P functions. 
·That isj functions were calculated which would.force the alternating 
component and.phase angle to fit .the datao This was done for the case 
Figure 13: The Effect of Variation of P Upon the Phase 
Angle and Alterri..ating Components of the Electro-
Opt.ic Response as Calculated for a Case Having 
the Steady Component of Tu.ymal Noolo Curve 1 
is an approximation of the data for fu.ymal No o 1, 
curve 2 is a special case of a P variation 
which brings the phase angle in sharply, curve 3 
is a special case of P variation which brings 
both phase ar1gl.e and alterri..ating component near-
er to the data and curve 4 is the case of no 
variation in the P value, 
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of.thepolydispersity as determined.from the steady component.and for 
several examples ·with a single value of D . · In alLexamples the 
functions f{fi1>) had values of greater than one over much of the 
frequency. range.. The ~ {w) functi.ons: had both positive and 
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negative values. In all cases a recalculation of the steady.component 
produced a curve that.was .not significantly related to the data. That 
is, ,the general character of the curve was destroyed. 
_ It was therefore concluded.that a.frequency dependence was proba-
bly ·not the reason for the discrepancy and this approach was abandoned. 
Dis.cuss ion 
· By using .. the procedure outlined earlier · in this chapter, a dis-
pers:).ty function can be deter.mined which produces a very good fit of 
the steady component.data. This fit, however, is.independent.of varia-
tions in ·the value of P with D . Functional. variations of P 
. were found which: .produced a closer fit. to the alternating. component 
. . . 
. and phase angle.of the data, but because this was not an exact proce-
dure,.a good.fit was not optained. 
For the case presented.the steady component. approached a finite 
value. in the high- frequency limit, while . the • alternating compone.nt be-
came very small with increasing frequency. Thus, chang.es in· the po:J.:y-
dispersity function, expecially in .the higher.,.values. of. D , had 
relatively little effect upon the steady component.compared.to .the 
effect they had upon. ,the . alternating . component and .the phase. angle, 
especially:at.th.e higher frequencies. 
Since the discrepancy was greatest at higher frequencies, and 
because of the relativei, greater sensitivity.of .the alternating 
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component. to changes in polydispersity and variation in .P . , there 
may exist a combination of a slightly different polydis.persit;r function 
and a variation, in.· P with. D .. (not necessarily. a unique combina-
tion) that would pro;ide a very good fit of all.three of the response 
curves. 
The attempt. to produce a better fit, by considering· the possibil= 
ity of a frequency dependent P was not. successful. :rhe other ap-
preaches attempted appeared to be more promising for the.data examined 
.in this case. There is no.other evidence to support.the idea that 
there is a frequency dependence in.the low frequency-range. However, 
the results do not conclusively indicate that the frequency dependence 
is trivial (that is, f'("') : f and cf) l ~): 0 for .·all W ) • 
Also, because of.the strong evidence of frequency dependence at higher 
frequencies presented in Cpapt.er VI, this approach may well be fruitful 
for materials not considered in this thesis. 
CHAPTER V 
COMPARISON OF THE GENERAL CHARACTER OF DATA 
WITH THEORY FOR FOUR.MATERIALS 
In.this chapter four materials will be compared to the theory for 
· the electro=optic effect to demonstrate the agreement in general char= 
act er between data for a variety of mater:j_als and the theory. !In 
additionJ the physical constants of the materials will be calculated for 
these materials as discussed in Chapter III. 
Each of the materials will be discussed i.P turn as to the prepara-
tion procedure, details of the measurement and results of frequency 
dependent measurements., The results of field and concentration depen= 
dency · tests will be discussed, and finally, the constants which can be 
calculated from the data will be presented in tabular form and general 
conclusions will be drawn. 
Tobacco Mosaic Virus 
Tobacco mosaic vi.rus (TM'il) is a plant. virus which may be grown on 
0 
. the leaf of the tobac1;;0 plant. The TMV particle is a rod about 3000 A 
~' 
long and 149 l in diameter with a molecular weight of 39 x 106 (7). 
'The sample of TMV was supplied by Dr. E. Basler in the form. of a crude 
sap in a phosphate buffer,, It had been grown on the tobacco leaves 
,. . 
followed by crushi:ng the infected leaves in""' 0, 5M phosphate buffer. 
A single low speed centrifugation had been used to separate the fibrous 
mass of the plant leaf f'rom the sap" 
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The sample was further processed after receipt according to the 
method of Boedtker and Simmons (7). The conce.ntration of the sample 
was dete.:rmined by drying a portion of TMV. in an. oven at . 40°c and weigh= 
. ing the residue. The sample was then diluted to. 0 .1% by weight. 
Measurements were made on.. the 'rMV sample in the large electro= 
optic cell according to the procedure outlined in·Chapter III. The 
conditions .of measurement are listed·in Table· I along with the condi= 
tions of measurement forthe other materials. The data is presented 
in Fi.gure 14. along with the monodisperse fit o This particular case will 
require some further explanation. 
In Chapter III a. method of determining an average value of O was 
presented,9 1;,ased on the·use of the frequency dependence of the steady 
component. In, TMV the steady component is almost non-varying with 
frequency over. the low frequency range. There is a very small rise as 
the frequency is increased, but it is not enough to accurately determine 
a center frequency~ Therefore .the alternating component was used to 
. deterrro,.ne .the average value of O assuming a. value of P . = 00 . This 
value 0f D was then used to recalculate a curve but. with, a P value 
of =8. · The resulting fit is rather .good. The general character of the 
data fits the theory in that the high frequency and low frequency be= 
havior of all components.is correct. The data. falls at or near the 
·theoretically expected values just about everywhere and.the general 
character.of .deviation from the theoretical curve·is a dispersionof 
the response over a wider.frequency range. This is the type of varia= 
tion expected to 1.>e produced by a slighti:,0lydispers;ity.of the sample. 
One. important disparity between the the0ry. and the data is. the 
difference infrequency between the expected.rise·in ,the steady 
Figure 14: The Electro-Optic Response of O. 1 Per Cent Tl~. 
The dashed curves represent the best m.onodis-
perse fit, the data with the horizontal bars 
represents the steady component, the data with 
. the vertical bar, the alternating component 
and the open.data circles, the phase angle. 
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component and the place where it actually occurs. 
The rise in the steady component was consistent Jn all the TM\T 
samples tested {these cases will be presented ,in Chapter VI) •. Careful 
. tests using varying. polarization conditions on the optical bench indi= 
cated.thatthe rise was not.attributable to any other electro=optic 
effect. ·The rise would normally be attributed to the presence of a 
. permanent moment on the TM\T molecule. However, since the rise is not 
correctly placed in frequency such a .conclusion would have to be 
qualified. 
Bentonite 
The sample of Wyoming benton;ite clay·used was obtained from 
Central Scientific Company in 1945. Bentonite consists mostly of 
montmorellonite in. a layered structure m11ch like mica (66~ 69). The 
sampl.e was prepared from wet bentonite which had been in the .laboratory 
for an.undetermined length of time. The clay was placed in a Waring 
blender for 15 minutes. After blending. the bentoriite solution was 
.placed in.a jar and.allowed to settle overnight. Most of the clay 
settled out at this stage. The remaining. fluid was then centrifuged 
at 1500 times gravity for 45 minutes. .The supernatant solution was 
then dialyzed in cellulose. tubing against deionized water for24 hours. 
The dialyzing water was agitated gently by·placing.the beaker in which 
dialysis was occuring on a rocking·table assembly. The solution was 
placed in the large .electro=optic cell.and was measured under the 
conditions listed·in Table I. 
A graphical presentation of the data for this :material is gi-v-en 
in ,Figure. 15 alo;ng with the curve for the best monodiswerse fit .as 
TABLE I 
SUMMlL.~Y OF EXPERI:ME!'JTAL CONDITIONS 
% 
J\llaterial Concentration Res is ti vi ty pH 
By Weight ohm-cm 
Bayrnal #1 0.3 18,700 5.50 
fu.yrnal #2 n ~· Jo~ 3, 753 5.05 
Bentonite 0.331 1,813 7.05 
Avicel 0.1 48,500 6.60 
TMV 0.1 16,250 6.50 
All experiments were done at a temperature of 25°c. 
E-0 
Cell 
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Figure 15: The Electro-Optic Response of 0,331 Per Cent 
Bentonite, The dashed curves represent the 
best monodisperse fit, the data with the hori-
zontal bars represents the steady component, 
the data with the vertical bar, the alternat-
ing component and the open data circles, t.he 
phase angle. The dimensions of [) and 
frequency are both sec,-1. 
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determine.ct from the average D value. Again the high and low frequency 
values show good agreement in character with the data and the differ-
ence in exactness of the fit could be attributed to polydispersity. 
The values of C,. 0 0 , . and Dz.. indicate· that the Ji)olydispersity is 
probably skewed with the greatest spread of D values to the right of 
the a;verage value of Do\ 
The largest spread of values of D, that is, the greatest poly-
dispersityj is expected for·this sample. According to Shaw and Hart 
( 69) particle sizes in bentoni te range from less than 0. 5 microns to more 
than 50 microns. Apparently the preparation procedure was successful 
in separating out the largest particles. If .the parti.cles are discs, 
the diameter of the particles which have the value C>c,is 0.5 microns. 
Baymal 
Two samples of Baym.al were prepared and data taken for botry. The 
preparation procedures for the first sample (Baymal No. 1) is de$cribed 
in Chapter IV. The.preparation procedure for Baymal No. 2 will be·des= 
cribed in this section. 
Baymal is the trade name for DuPont's colloidal alumina. The 
material consists of fibrils of .boehmite alumina (AlOOH). 'I'he material 
comes in the form of a dry powder containing approximately. 1.3 per.cent 
acetic acid plus smaller amounts of other ionic materials. (14). The 
powder readily disperses into water. The initial laboratory method of 
manufacturing the Baymal is described by Bugosh (9). .The sample used 
was from lot 64=7. 
The No. 1 sample of Baymal was prepared as described in DuPont's 
Product Bulletin (14) under "Sols of' Maximum Clarity". The exact 
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procedure is described in Chapter IV. 
Sample No. 2 was prepared by soaking a·20 per•cent slurry of 
Baymal powder in 2 per cen.t nitric acid for about· 40 hours, diluting 
and then mixing the Bayma.l into water using a low speed stirrer. The 
solution was then brought to a concentration of 4 per cent. The materi= 
al was cent]"ifuged for 2 hours at. 2000 times gravity, The reta:m.ed super= 
natant solution was then centrifuged for 15 minutes at 20,000 times 
gravity, The concentration'.of the resulting supernatant solution was 
,639 per cent, indicating that less than one-fifth of the Baymal sol-
ids remained, The solution was then diluted to 0.2 per cent, 
Data was taken on both of the Baymal samples as described in 
Chapter III. The calculated physical constants of both samples are 
presented in Table I. Data for Baymal sample No,· 1 is found in Figure 
11 and for sample No. 2 in Figure 16 along mth the monodisperse value 
fit for the Do value, 
Again in both of these samples the high and. low frequency re-
sponse shows good agreement in general character with the theoretical 
curves. The data also shows the greater frequency dispersion expected 
of a polydisperse sample. However, in the phase angle the fit is ex-
pected to spread out more to the right incases where the total angular 
excursion is 270°, In the case of sample No. 1 the monodisperse fit is 
very much better than the polydisperse fit.and the fit.is similarly 
good in the case of sample No. 2, 
The values of P and 00 are different for the two samples 
and the direction in which P is changing. with O is the same as 
the direction assumed for the variation of P with D to obtain 
a better fit of theory and data. for sample No. L This supports the 
Figure 16: The Electro-Optic Response of 0.2 Per Cent Bs.ymal 
No.2. The dashed curves represent the best 
monodisperse fit, the data with the horizontal 
bars represents the steady component, the data 
with the vertical bar, the alternating component 
and the open data circles, the phase angle. 
The dimensions of () and frequency are both 
sec,-1 : 
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idea that a properly chosen variation of f:) with () and a slightly 
altered polydispersity distribution function might provide a better fit 
to the data in case No. I. 
Avicel 
Avicel is described (16) as a modified microc.rystaline cellulose. 
It is a product of the FMC Corporation. A laboratory sa.mple·was sup ... 
plied by the FMC Corporation and was designated by the company.as 
Avicel=CM Technical grade. A product bulletin states that.the Avicel 
powder supplied cont_ains 11 per cent. Sodium Ca:rboxymethyL ... cellulose 
to aid in .dispersion and sus'pension. 
A sample was prepared by blending ?the · powi:fr{i; -at· '4 per ce'nt, by 
weight. in ,a Waring· blender ii:l deionized water· for 15 minutes. The ma= 
terial was then allowed to settle overnight. This removed very little 
of the material. The solution was. lowered to a concentration of' ·I per 
cent. At this stage the material ··wa:s so turbid that ·a pencil could 
ba:i.:"e,ly be seen through 3 c.:m. of fluid. The sample was centrifuged at 
- ... 
10,000 times gravity for 20 minutes. · This s:eemed to remove very littie 
material but did clear the solution conside:t1ably. The sample was 'then 
diluted to 0.1 per cent. 
Data was taken as described in Chapter III under conditions 
described in Table L The data is presented in Figure 17 along with 
the monodisperse curve for a . particular D and P value chosen. 
The low frequency limiting values are off the graph somewhere to the 
left. The I) value used for the recalculation of a monodisperse case 
was determined by estimating where the alternating. and steady compo= 
nent curves. might go and then determining the D value on ·the basis 
Figure 17: The Electro-Optic Response of 0,1'. Per Cent Avicell. 
The dashed curves representing the best mono-
disperse fit, the data with the horizontal bars 
represents the steady component, the data with 
the vertical bar, the alternating component and 
the open data circles, the phase angle. 
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TABLE II 
EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRO....OPTIC FACTORS 
Do Dz. Kax109 Ks. x109 
s -.-1 ec. , ·. · · Sec. '.""1 cm2/v2 cm2/v-2 
314~00 691.0 1 .222· 1..606 
106.80 172.7 O .4.205 0.5275 
31.40 45.5 46.36· 48.54 
6.54 - -5,51$' -4.595• 
84.60 - -1.530 0.263 
"2,x109 
cm2/v2 
-0.384 
-0.1070 
-2.179 
-0.9228 
-1.']66' 
p 
-0.260 
-0.219 
-0.0499 
+o.200 
-8.09 
"° -..:J 
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of that. The fJ value then had to be chosen so that the curve fit= 
ted the steady component data at the higher frequencies. The phase 
angle data was valuable in this case for making. estimates of the P 
and D values and extrapolating the curve to low frequency values, 
The electro=optic response is of the general character expected 
for the P and D values chosen. The data in the case of the 
phase angle is to the right of the best fit monodisperse curve, but 
again for this value of P this is expected if the sample is poly-
disperse. As mentioned earlier, .the phase angle is the most sensitive 
to changes in the value of P with D and to changes in poly-
dispersity. 
The greatest discrepancy between theory and data occurs at the 
low frequency end of the alternating component. No explanation is 
given to account for this, although it could be due to polydispersity. 
This is an example of a case where the electro-optic effect can 
clearly determine that the relaxation mechanism is particle orientation-
reorientation~ even though the frequency dispersion cannot be measured 
in detaiL Some discussion is found in the literature (76,60J44) 
concerning the interpretation of dielectric relaxation phenomena in 
which there is no positive means of separating particle relaxation 
mechanisms from purely electronic or ionic relaxation mechanisms. 
Field and Concentration Dependence 
The theory of the electro-optic effect predicts that the bire= 
fringence increa.ses with the square of the electric field and directly 
with the concentration of the material. As a test of the theory an 
attempt was made to verify these predictions. 
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Each of the materials used was tested for dependency of the 
electro=optic effect on the field strength. The steady component was 
tested near the low frequency limit (except for Avicel), at some point 
in the frequency dispersion region and at some point in the high fre= 
quency limit. The alternating component was tested only.at a point 
near the lower end of the frequency range. In all cases an E~ depen-
dence was found. That is, when the data was plotted on a logarithmic 
scale, a second power slope represented a best fit. For most materials 
the range of E over which measurements could be made was rather 
limited and few points were actually obtained. For Avicel, the possible 
r.ange of measurement was the widest of any of the materials tested. 
Avicel could be measured over a range of E of about one and one-
.half decades on a logarithmic scale. In this case a large number of 
points were obtained. Unlike the other materials, the field for Avicel 
had to be kept below a certain value. 
2 2. 
be proportional to E ~ and 
In order that the birefringence 
-r2-
fJ must be (. < 1. There is 
sufficient data in the literature to make a determination of these 
values only for the case of TMV. Using Jennings and Jerrard 1s data 
for TMV. (29), the calculated value for pt. is .014, and the value 
for )ft.. , . 025. Measurements made on TMV indicated that at a field 
strength of 79 V. /cm., the response was still .proportional .to E2. 0 
E2. 
·In Baymal No. 2 the response was still.proportional to at 185 
V ./cm. and in bentonite at 10 V ./cm. AlLof these values represent 
the highest field at which measurements could be .made. In Avicel, 
measurements were made at field. strengths up to 125 V ./cm. but linearity 
was present only to about 65 v./cm. 
Similar tests . were conducted to determine. the concentration 
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dependence 9 but these tests failed to produce the predicted results. 
Each sample was diluted with deionized water to produce several samples 
of diff'erent concentrations o Measurements were then ma.de on these sam= 
. ples at the same frequency and voltage. This produced a. different con= 
ductivity in each of the samples. In general, the optical retardation 
as a function of concentration was found to be less than first power. 
Apparently an increase in ionic concentration caused a decrease in Kerr 
constanto This was also noticed inthe measurements of TMV shown in 
the next chapter;> except for the case where the·ions were removed from 
the atmosphere by exhaustive dialysis. No way was found to control 
precisely the conductivity of the solutions so that accurate measure= 
· ments could be made of concentration dependence. 
The birefringence is probably directly proportional to the con= 
centrationJ but this cannot be accurately measured without very precise 
control of the ionic atmosphere of the macromolecules. Also, the bi= 
refringence is quite sensitive to changes in ionic atmosphere, The 
explanation for this can be found theoretically. in O i Konski 's treatment 
of induced moment mechanisms and also in.the fact that the ions may 
mask permanent moments of the particles, reducing their role. in the 
total Kerr constanto 
Discussion 
The general character of the electro=O!)tic response agrees with 
the theory as developed in Chapter IL The four samples represent a 
considerable range in the values of P and the rather dramatic 
differences in the electro=optic response with varying. values of P has 
been demonstrated (see Table II), A more precise fit between data and 
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theoretical curves could be. obtained. if a method of determining both 
the polydispersity and P as a function of rotary diffusion constant 
were lvaila.ble. 
Of the .four materials. measured only two have been previously 
me~sured by the use of the electro-optic effect. 
i D (47) measured TMV and obtained.values of 
0'Konski and Haltner 
from about 80 sec.-1 
to 310 sec. -1. The value obtained in. this study and tabulated in Table 
II is 84.6 sec.-1 • This indicates possible dimerization of the TMV. 
The specific Kerr constant of -1. 53 x 10'""9 crr..2/v2 obtained in this 
study compares with the value =6.9 x 10-9 cm2/v2 obtained by 0 1Konski 
and Haltner. This is due partly to a difference in,the frequency of 
the light used in the study. The entire discrepancy between the two 
figures could be accounted for by the wide variation in Kerr constant 
with i.onic strength which.is demonstrated in Chapter VI. 
The other sample which has been previously measured is. bentonite. 
· Using the measurements of Shah ( 66) a specif~c Kerr constant of 
36.5 x 10=9 cm2/v2 is obtained,, while in this. study a constant of 
46.36 x 10=9 cm.2/v2 was obtained. The agreement here is very good, 
considering the differences i11 p:reparation procedure. 
CHAPTER VI 
POLARIZATION MECHANISMS AND HIGH FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
ln this chapter the approach to the problem of a frequency de-
pendent induced moment contribution to the steady component of the 
electro~optic effect is discussed. First, the theoretical approach 
t.o this problem in the high frequency region is examined in general 
ts:r"m.s and in te:rms of a theory developed by 0 1Konski (44). Secondly, 
the :f'our materials examined in the previous chapter are again examined 
with spec:ial einphasis placed on the high frequency steady component" 
The O' Ko:tmki approach to non~orientation polarization mechanisms will 
be considered along with the special case of the Ma.xwell=Wagr1e:r mecha= 
nism and compared to the data" Finally, the TMV will be considet"ed as 
a specia.l ca,se and. the teiaipe:rature and ~onductivity dependence o:f the 
high component will be explored, 
A great deal of useful information could be derived if it were 
possible to make both the electro-optic measurements and dielectric 
measure:ments on the sam.e material over the same frequency range, The 
theory developed by 0 1Konski to explain non=orientation polarization 
mechanisms is presented a,s a theory of dielectric effects and has been 
adapted to the electro~optic e.f:fect sj.nce polarizability te1l'ffl.s occur in 
both the dielectric and electro,~opti.c equations, 
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General Considerations 
In Chapter IV,the possibility of a frequency dependent variation 
in P , based u.pon a frequency dependency in the polarizability was 
briefly considered. In the low frequency range there·was apparently 
no contribution from such.a source, Bowever, if the frequency range 
is extended to 106 Hz., a falling off.of the steady component of the 
electro-optic effect is observed in.all but one of the four materials 
described in ChapterV, 
For the .four materials investigated,.the frequency range in.which 
the particle actually moved in response to the variation of the elec-
tric field was exceeded.. This was demonstrated by the decrease of the 
alternating component .of the el.ectro-optic effect to levels so low that 
they could. not be measured with the available equipment. Thus at .. high 
frequenci.es orientation was due to the induced moment of the particle. 
The particle tended to stay relatively orientated (except for Brownian 
. motion) while the moment changed sign w;i th the field. 
The addition to the theory described in the last part of' Chapter 
II wa.s presented to explain this high frequency behavior. The equa-
tions can be simplified because for all practical purposes the alter= 
nating component and the perrrl.9,nent moment contribution to the steady 
component of birefringence is no longer present. With the alternating 
component absent there is no longer a means of measuring d:i,w) , Thus. 
there remains only an equation which includes f(w) 
(VI=l) 
• 
If the special case of a mechanism such as the lYiaxv.rell-Wagner effect or 
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the combined effects described by 0 1Konski is. adopted, the equation 
becomes 
·- . - . VI-2 A N lT ( · ) z I · n ::- () f5 lJ I g ,_ '(. ( I + l W 't )~) '11 2. I ( ) 
where the value '(" 
I 
is that described by equation, (II-68}. Accord= 
ing to equation (VI-2) the rate at which the steady component of bire-
fringence can decrease has a maximum limit of I/ W 
The polarization mechanisms which.are mentionedby·0 1Konski i:r:i.-
elude the mobility of ions in the diffuse. double .lay.er surrounding the 
molecule, an idea introduc,ed by Smoluchowski '(72 }, and the mobile pro-
ton of Kirkwood and Shumaker (34), in .addit.i.on to the Maxwell,-,Wagner 
effect as presented tly Fricke (21}. However, any mechanism which pro-
duces a conductivity very near the surface of the molecule, and is 
differe.nt from the conductivity of the surrounding .. medium, is accounted 
for in this theory. Such a surface conductivity is demonstrated by 
oiKonski to be equivalent to a volume conductivityof the molecule. 
High Frequency Steady, Component .. Data 
The high frequency steady component.values of electro-optic 
effect.for the fourro.aterials discussed in the previous chapter are 
shown in Figure Ht The data is shown for the frequency range of 1 Hz. 
to 106 Hz. and is normalized to the low frequency values. These cases 
will. be discussed briefly before they are considered in more detail. 
The bentonite data illustrates the result expected for a case 
where there is no.non=orientation relaxation mechanism. With increas= 
ing frequency the particle goes through the orie:r:i.tation-reorientation 
Figure 18: The High Frequency S.teady Component of 0.1 Per Cent 
TMV, 0. 2 Per Cent Baymal No. 2, 0 ~33 L Per Gent 
Bentoi:J.ite and O .1 Per Cent Avicel. 
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region. and then the . st ea.at· compozie~f;.:: .. :retlai:ns' 'Constant as. frequency is 
further increased. Thus over the·frequency:range of.1 to. 106 Hz. the 
function is flw) = 1 for bentonite. 
With increasing frequency the plot of.the Baymal data shows the 
particle o.:rientation=reorientat::i.on region and. then bet weer; .300 and 1200 
Hz. flattens. out. · Beyond this frequency the cU:rv.e slowly. fall.s off. 
The rate of .the decrease doesincrea.se as the frequency increases, but 
. does. not appear to approach the I/<>' rate· expected at . high ,.fr..equencies 
if the response is . to·. be explained by equati.on (VI-2) • 
With increasing frequencr. the. TMV steady c.omponent . shows only a 
slight rise before leveli~ off at 1o.3 Hz.. Thereafter it deicreases· 
with the decrease becoming sharper at the higher freqlienci.es. The 
slope of this .· data exceeds . the I/ v.J slope expected.. . .Thi.s. is. shown 
more clearly with.the data presented .in Figur.e 19, 
In the case of Avicel,. there :is not.a true leveling. off of the 
steady component with,increasing frequency. However, on,the basis of 
the alternat:i-ng.component data, one can.conclude that.the orientation= 
reorientation.region ha.s been passed at. about.40 or 50 Hz,, Between 105 
and 106 .Hz. the steacdy component does decrease sharply and exceeds the 
J / W slope of equation {VI-2). 
The :i.nter}Dretation of this data will new be con~id.er.ed. The 
.. function f ( (;)) could. be d.etermined,. but. this. would .do little more 
than repeat the data as presented.. In the case of bentonite,. there is 
no problem.because the frequency dependence of the induced moment.is 
trivial ( {tw) ~ l ) . For the Baymal it .. is possible. to calculate an 
average. relaxation time :in much the same way as .the. value. 00 ,was 
determined in the 1:>revious chapter. .The behavior could be explained 
Figure 19: Frequency Dependence of the Steady Component of 
the Electro=Optic Effect of O o 1 Per Cer1.t TM'iT 
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as a polydispersity in values of ~ In the Maxwell=Wagner.effect 
such a variation could be explained.on the basis of differences in 
axial ratios of the various particles in the solution •. If the surface 
conductivity, as introduced by 0 1Konski, is also considered, then such 
a polydispersity could be accounted for by differences in.axiaLratios 
of the particles or by a variation in.the sizes-of the particles. 
In the Avicel and TMV a complet.e explanation .of the respons.e is 
not possible on the basis.of the 0 1Konski theory because of the sharp 
decline. in. the steady component . at the highest frequencies .. which 
exceeds · the ~ / W slope predicted by the. theory. • It is clear that 
something is · happening that is not describe.d by O I Konski .. 1 s . theory. 
Two or m0re sequential processes may be involved, the.first of which 
requires some time for action. Beyond a certainfr.equency there-may 
not be enough time in a single. cycle for the first process to occur, 
therefore, the subsequent. processes cannot occur. About all.that can 
be done is to note the frequency at which the slope exceeds .the 
expected according to 0'Konski 1s theory. 
The relaxation. times determined from the data along .. -mth the 
calculated relaxation times for a Maxwell-=Wag·ner .. mechanism are listed 
in Table IIL For the Ma.xwelL=,,Wagner calculation the. s.ol vent .conduc= 
tivity was assumed to be the conductivity of the materials as shown in 
ilir 
Table- L The dielectric constant was . ass'l,lllled to be 80 since the sol= 
vent was water in all caseso The particle dielectric constant and con= 
ductivity were assumed to be LO and zero respectiveJ.y.. This was a con= 
venience .since it is kn01,m that for all the materials used both the 
dielectric consta.nt . and conductivity should be low compared to those of 
i:fatero · .The values of /A defined by equation (II=68) Wef'e appro.ximat~d 
TABLE III 
REL.4.J(A..TION TIMES OF POLARIZATION MECHANISMS 
Relaxs.tion Times Derived 
From Data 
Maxwell= Values Assumed For MaxlNell~agner 
Material 
Bentonite 
Baymal 
Avie el 
TM'v 
't' er.. sec, "c b sec. 
1.33xlo=5 
2.65x10-4 
6 -6 7.9 xlO 
5.2:,c10-6 
2.Jxlo-7 
Wagner 
'l:.see:. 
~J;. 
4.04:x:10=8 80 
2.67x10=8 80 
3.44:x:10-7 80 
1.152x10-7 80 
'(-°" is the apparent rela~>ration time calculated by equation (VI-4). 
Calculation 
Osrnhc/cm 6 (r:mho/cm A 
551.6 1 0 .01 
266.4 1 0 .10 
20.61 1 0 .10 
61.53 1 0 .01 
"t'b is the apparent relaxation time at the frequency at which the response curves exceeds slope of -1 
h-' 
I-' 
l-' 
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from graphs of a related value given by Fricke (21). A variation of 
I\ about these values would cause only a minor change in the calcu= 
lated value of "t" . Also slight . variations in <r and E would 
change· the calculated 1: .. insignificantly. 
0 1Konski 1s.theory and .the Maxwell-Wagner.specialization of that 
.theory :made allowances for three polarizations and three polarization 
t~es corresponding-to the three principle axis directions of the 
equivalent.ellipsoid considered. T~e one value considered in.this 
section is the one which produced the longest .relaxation.time. · In the 
case of elongated particles such as Avicel, TMV and Baymal.,. thi.s .. is in 
the axis of symmetry. In the case of flattened particles such as ben-
tonite, this corresponds to one of the transverse axes. 
The "c'OI.. value in Table III is calculated in. much the same way 
that the Po value was calculated in Chapter .V. The equation in this 
case is 
(VI=3) 
I 
so that if the 'c' o..., value is to be obtained from the frequency at 
. which W 1.'~ = 1, then 
~ 0 707 (VI=4) 
That is, instead of using·the frequency at which the steady component 
falls off. to 0.5 of its maximum value, one uses the frequency at which 
the steady component decreases to 0.707 of. its maximum value. The 
value of 1:'1a, represent.s the time, again calculated by equation (VI=3), 
where the slope begins to exceed the I / uJ slope of the O I Konski 
theory, 
1-, ') 
~'-.) 
When the values of "'t: in Table III are compared, one consis= 
tency appears, The Maxw-ell=Wagner relaxation times are very much 
shorter than the observed relaxation ti.mes. If a , surface mobility of 
any type is ass med., the relaxation times become shorter than, the 
Maxwell=Wagner relaxation time making the discrepancy between experi-
ment and theory greater, Thus 0 1 Konski 's theory is inadequate to 
explain the relaxation of the steady component of bire,fringency at 
high,frequencieso 
Conductj_vity Dependence 
A portion of the TMV solution, was dialyzed for 4€1 hours against 
deionized water, The steady component of the electro=optic effect was 
then measured over the frequency range 10 to 106 Hz. at 25~C. The 
conductivity of the sample was increased by the addition of a drop of 
very dilute phosphate buffer and was measured again over the same fre= 
quency range. This process was repeated two more times with the con= 
centration of the drop of buffer gradually raised. The data obtained 
from these measurements is shown in Figure 19. Two observations may 
be made about the outcome of these measurements. The first is that the 
Kerr constant,va.ried with increasing conductivity. At first it in= 
creased rather sharply and then decreased with the further addition of 
ions, The second observation is,that the high frequency decrease in 
the electro=optic effect was more abrupt in the case of the deionized 
sample, and with the addition of ions the decrease shifted to a lower 
frequency, H0wever, the apparent frequency change could be attributed 
11/.i. 
to a greater dispersion of relaxation times. For the ion free solutions 
the electro=optic effect decreased at the high frequency end more rapid= 
ly than predicted by 0 1Konski but for the most conductive solution this 
was not observed. The addition of ions apparently shifted this sharp 
decrease above 106 Hz. This shift is. in the direction predicted by 
0'Konski 1s theory, but the frequency is much lower than that predicted 
by the theory. 
Temperature Dependence 
The sample of TMV described in the previous section was used to 
make similar measurements at different temperatures. Figure 20 illus-
trates the data obtained in this measurement. The temperature range 
was limited.to 10°C to 50°C by experimental difficulties rather than by 
physical limitations of the :ma.teri~ which were o0 c, the freezing point 
of the sol vent, and approxi:rnately 70°c, the degradation point of the 
material. 
The data indicates that only the sensitivity, that is, the Kerr 
constant of the material,, is. changed. by the variation in temperature. 
However,, small changes in relaxation time, such as might be expected 
with comparable temperature changes in the particle ori.entation= 
reorie.ntation region, could not easily be detected. 
The change in sensitivity was larger than the f /T variation 
expected. Thus, a second set of measurements was made to determine 
this variation more exactly. Measurements were taken at 1a3 Hz. at 
approximately 5 c0 intervals from 10°c to 45°c, and then measurements 
were made at approximately 35°c, 26°c and 16°c in that order. The 
measurements were made again at the lower temperatures to assure that 
Figure 20: Frequency Dependence of the.Steady Component of 
the Electro-Optic Effect in O. f Per Cent TM.V 
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the observed change was not due to some progressive degradation of the 
TMV and to make sure that degradation did not occur at the highest tern= 
peratures attained" Figure 21 illustrates the data. An estimation of 
the temperature dependence was obtained by taking the values of the 
extremes of a line drawn through these points, The variation thus cal-
culated was ( I /T) ; I 2. 7 0 Thus the temperature is involved in more 
than the disorienting effects of Brownian motion.··· That is, in equation 
or 12.. or both are temperature 
dependento 
Using values for the index of refraction of TMV given by Donnet 
(13) and assuming that this index of refraction remains constant while 
the index of refraction of the VITB.ter changes with temperature, one ob-
tains the result that varies as (\ /Tro,31~ 
Actually3 the indices of refraction of both the water and the TMV should 
change at about the same rate such that the change in ( <j, -'3 '),.) is 
small and can be neglected, 
Thus a variation of ( t /r) 'l, l I must be present in the term 
The MELXWell=Wagner mechanism cannot explain such 
a variation except to the extent that the conductivity and dielectric 
constants of the TMV solvent may, change with temperature. As an example3 
using Fricke 1s (21) equations for the dielectric constant of a sus= 
pension, and assuming a large axial ratio for the suspended particle 3 
the dielectric increment is 
-e. , (VI=5) 
where € S is the dielectric constant of the sol vent, is the 
dielectric constant of the suspended particle, O's is the permittivity 
Figure 2.1: Temperature Dependence of the Steady Component of 
the Electro-Qptic Effect for 0.1 Per"'Ce:ht TMV at 
a }?requency of 1o3 Hz, Points with horizontal. 
b;,:rs represe!1t dr.1.tA. tfl.ken as temperature iB l::)w= 
ered. ··The temperature is in degrees Kelvin. 
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of the solvent and 0- is the permittivity of the suspended particle. 
If the permittivity of the solute particle is very low, as it should be 
with TMV, then the dielectric increment, and thus the polarization of 
the suspension will vary inverselya.s the conductivity. of the solution. 
It is known t.hat the conductivity of dilute solutions of simple salts 
may vary by factors of 4 or 5 over the temperature range of 10°c to 
0 . 50 C so that a large temperature dependence in the electro-optic effect 
could be explained by the Maxwell-Wagner mechanism. 
If QVKonski's extension of this theory is used, the change is not 
as. rapid since .it is assumed that. the effect of greater ionic str;ength 
in the solution is to increase the surface conductivity and .thus the 
effective conductivity of the particle. This would cause an increase 
in.the polarizati.on. · However, the change in conductivity with tempera-
ture could still explain the variation observed. 
Conclusion 
Some relaxation mechanism other than.particle.orientation-
· reorientation is occuring .. at the higher. frequencies. ,The most reason= 
able explanation. is that this mechanism. i.s relat.ed to a time dependent 
polarization of the molecule. A simple framework can be provided to 
describe such a mechanism,, but existing.theories as generalized.by 
0 1 Konski do not adequately describe the experimental. obse_rvations. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter will be divided,,into. a section on. the findings of 
this study and a section.containing suggestions for further study. A 
great deal of the time involved in.this study, was devoted to attempting 
. to obtain data in the face of such problems as electrode polariz~tion, 
heating in the solutions during measurement, parasitic effects which 
. could produce systematic errors, variations in light source level, 
measurement and birefringence in the windows of the electro-optic cells. 
This chapter·will present suggestions which might be of help in avoid-
ing similar problems in other studies. 
Go.nclusions 
The conclusions to be drawn.from this study may be divided into 
.three parts. The first is the gerieral adequacy of the theory as devel-
oped to describe the general character of. the electro-optic response. 
The second is the ab;i.lity of the theory, modified by cons.iderations of 
polydispersity in the sample~ to describe the electro-optic response 
exactly. The third is the adequacy of the theory of 0 1Konski.tci des= 
cribe the frequency dependent behavior of that part of the electro-optic 
response which depends upon the presence of an induced moment on the 
particle. 
The adequacy of the theory in the description of the general 
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character of the expected response has been demonstrated quite welL 
. Jn the four materials and g;i.ve cases examined, (1) the range of phase 
angle excursion agreed with the theoretical. expectation, (2) the high 
frequency slope and low frequency limit of.the alternating·component 
agreed with theory, and. (3) the high and low frequency, limits. of the 
steady component a.greed with theory. The actual data had a.greater 
dispersion.over the frequency range than the best monodisperse fit, a.s 
would be expected.for a sample that was notmonodisperse. The field 
dependence of the data also a.greed with theory. in every case. .The con-
centration dependence of the effect.was not verified, but the fact.that 
the verification. could. not be ma.de wa.s reasonably. explained .on the basis 
of the dependence of the .Kerr constant on the- ionic. concentration of the 
sol vent. . However, the theory does not adequately explain ·the character 
of the high frequency steady component electro-optic response. 
A method of analyzing the steady component data of the electro-
optic effect for polydispersity·was developed. The formal procedure 
for obtaining the polydispersity was. not exact, but provided a basis 
for making e.stimates of the actual polydispersity. Unfortunately, the 
steady component was the least sensitive of the three measurable compo-
nents to slight changes in the polydispersity, and.the polydispersity 
was determined ·from this component alone. Thus for the case which wa.s 
used as an example, this polydispersity failed to give an adequate fit 
of the data. to theory for the alternating component a.nd. phas.e. angle. 
A variation in the value of P along with the polydispersity might 
possibly reconcil.e the discrepancy. 
The difficulty of determining .both.a p and polydispersity 
function of approximately 20. to 30 points and .obtaining.an ade1:1uate 
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fit of all the components was not overcome. Some means of doing this 
will be necessary before a completely adequate fit between data and 
theory.can be obtained. The necessity of a P variation is demon-
strated by the difference in the p values of the two Baymal samples. 
Theoretically, the polydispersity and p functions would include 
all other variations in the basic parameters o:f the theory. Thus one 
concludes that with an adequate knowledge o:f both the polydispersity 
and variation in p of a particular solution, agreement could be 
obtained between experiment and theory. 
At high frequencies the steady component of the electro-optic 
effect decreased for three of the four materials measured. A general 
theoretical framework for such a variation was developed and a specific 
example was used in this framework. This example was the theory of 
O i Konski which included the Maxwell...,Wagner effect and additional. effects 
that would contribute to a surface conductivity. This theory incorpo= 
rates. many previous theories used to explain induced polarization. It 
was not possible to compare magnitudes of induced moments because the 
complete determination of the theoretical constants . of the electro-
optic theory is not possible without some auxiliarymeasurements such 
as flow birefringence being made on the same materials. However, a 
relaxation time was specified by the theory which could be compared to 
relaxation times determined from the data. 
Comparison was made between the experimentally determined relaxa= 
tion time and the Maxwell=Wagner relaxation time. In all cases the 
measured relaxation time was longer than the Maxwell.,,.Wagner relaxation . 
time. The effect of the other· mechanisms included in O I Konski 1.s theory 
was to make the theoretical relaxation t.ime. shorter stilL The ratio 
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between the measured and theoretical relaxation times rang.ed from about 
70 to over 1000. In addition, in TMV and Avicel a frequency was reached 
at which the decrease in·the steady component exceeded. that predicted 
by QiKonskiis theory. The frequency at which this occured was more 
closely related to the Maxwell=Wagner relaxation time than to the relax= 
ation time deter.mined by equation (IV=4). Therefore, one concludes 
that there is some relaxation mechanism probably associated with the 
induc.ed mome.nt, which. cannot be adequately explained by O' Konski I s 
theory and for which there is apparently no other adequate theory. 
More will be said about this later in the chapter. 
Improvements and Variations in Procedure 
A review of the manner in which data was analyzed for this thesis 
indicates that a great deal of reliance was placed on the information 
. which could be obtained from the steady component of the electro=optic 
effect alone. For example, the average D value was obtained from 
the frequency of the·point midway between the high and low frequency 
limit of the steady component and the p value was calculated from 
the high and low frequency limit values of the steady component. A re= 
calculation of all components then provided the first opportunity to 
actually use the alternating component and phase angle measurementso 
A similar reliance on the steady component is found in.the polydisper-
sity analysis. The principal reason for this.is that the mathematical 
form of the steady component is very much simpler than the . form of the 
alternating component and. phase angle. 
Information about the variation of P · with D was also 
needed to adequately provide a description of what was taking.place in 
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a polydisperse sample o .This information could not be obtained from the 
steady component aloneo On the other hand, the alternating component 
and phase.angle information taken.together could possiblybe used to 
deter.mine both the polydispersi ty and the va~i~ion .of 1' with D o 
Even if the theoretical problem of the analysis of the alterna= 
ting component a.nd phase angle were solved, the problem of. maktng accu= 
rate measurements to use the method would remain. In.this study the 
measurement of the phase angle was the least reliable of a.11,the meas-
urement.s madeo The problem was one of obtaining a signalthat is 
. accurately in phase with the electric field inside the electro-optic 
cell, · doubling the frequency in such· a way that the phase accuracy is 
not lost and then comparing this to the optical .signal. to obtain the 
phase difference between the two signals o In this study. it was esti= 
mated that an accuracy of not better than± 5° was obtained on any 
single measurement. In many cases the accuracy could-have been less, 
' 
but no method. was available for checking .. the accuracy of the systemo 
The problem in accuracy of measurement was multiple. It was not 
always.possible to obtain an accurate signal in phase with the electric 
field in the fluid.. Also 9 the accuracy of the frequency doubler could 
only be checked to within 5° under ideal. conditions. The signal that 
was supposed to be in phase with the field was taken either from a 
. resistor in series with. the cell or from probe electrodes in the cello 
In the first case, the method depended upon the assumption that the 
solution was predominately resistive rather than reactive and.that 
there were no current leaks.or sources arzywhereo The voltage at the 
probe electrodes, measured by a high.impedance device, made possible a 
direct measurement of the field in the fluid., but was dependent upon 
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a low current through the probes to avoid polarization problems at the 
probes. An assumption .wa.s made that there · was no other time dependent 
.mechanism. The frequency doubler presented no theoretical problem, but 
again its accuracy was in.doubt. All that could be done was to make 
sure that the proper output waveform was being produced and that, as 
far a.s could be detected with.an oscilloscope, there was no waveform 
distortion or phase shift. 
Finallyj at high frequencies the accuracy of the phase angle 
measurement deteriorated because the angle to be measured was usually 
near 90° or 270° and it was necessary to measure the in- and out-of-
phase components accurately at very; low signal levels. The in-~phase 
component near those angles was so small that detection was diffic.ult. 
To use the alternating component and phase angle as bases for 
analysis; all of the above problems would have to be overcome or cir-
cumvented. .The magnitude of the alternating component should.present 
no problem. If adequate measuring equipment can be obtained, then the 
alternating component should be the most accurate of the three com= 
ponents. 
The alternating component is.considered more accurate than the 
steady component because of the problem of variation.in.the intensity 
of the light source. For example} a 1 per cent change in light level 
would show up as a 1 per cent change in the steady background voltage. 
This would change the measured steady component voltage by 100 per ce.nt 
while changing the alternating component voltage by only 1 per cent. 
Thusj a further study of the electro=optic effect might be direc= 
ted towards solving the above problems and then making use of the al= 
.ternating component and phase angle in.the analysis of po],ydispersity 
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and f:> variation rather that using the steady component. 
other problems encountered in the measurements were noise, beam 
spreading between narrowly spaced electrodes and abrupt changes in the 
light source level. The noise wa.s mainly due to the small amount of 
light which was ultimately measured. Only a small fraction of the 
lamp's energy was used and then this was filtered by a narrow band pass 
filter to obta;i..n monochromat:i..c light, further reducing the intensity. 
Beam spreading could be.reduced, but only at the expense of intensity. 
Abrupt changes in light level of as much as 10 per cent were common 
when the·incandescent lamp was warming up or underwent a.temperature 
change due to cooling by convection currents. All ... of. these problems 
could be overcome by using a stable laser as a. light .. seurce. This 
would also simplify the optical system. Th~.emphasis here is.on a 
.stable laser. Lasers available in. this laboratory were .found to pro-
vide a greater variation in output than the incandescent bulb. 
Suggestions for.Further Study 
·The electro=optic effect, while useful by it.self.for measuring 
rotary diffusion constants and determining.whether or not a molecule 
.has an induced or permanent moment, would be most effective if used 
. with flow birefringence measurements. If measurements of both the 
electro=optic effect and of flow birefringence were made on the same 
materialj. it would be possible to determine every quantity in the 
theory of the electro=optic effect·including.values for the permanent 
.moment and.the electrical polarizability. This and dielectric meas= 
urements would provide independent methods of determining these im= 
portant quantities. ·When used with dielectr:Lc measurements, the 
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electro=optic effect . provides a· means of identifying .. different. polari-
zation-. mechanisms which are indistinguishable . by dielectric -measurements 
aloneo This separation could be important in mixed biological systems, 
that is:; in systems where more. than one molecule may be contributing 
to both the dielectric and electro~optic effects. 
Studies should be ma.de on.materials, such as DNA, which.are known 
to exhibit all three of. the effects mentioned above. Similarly, any 
other material might be studied in this way if both.the electrical and 
optical constants of the material are considered important. 
In a previous section of this chapter it was suggested that meth-
ods of analyzing the alternating. component and phase angle measurements 
of any material be developed. If this were done, it would. be possible, 
with a single set of measurements, to determine both the size distri-
bution and physical property variation with size of.materials-such as 
clays. 
Finally, the existing.theories for the polarization mechanisms 
of the molecules do not adequately account for the relaxation times 
observed at the higher·frequencies in the steady component of the 
electro=optic effect. Sinc.e O v Kronski. presented- his_ theory for the 
combined effects suggested by others, McTague and Gibbs (39) have 
suggested that the macroscopic considerations of the 0'Konski theory 
are inappropriate to the case of macromolecules.and have worked out 
an approximate theory based on microscopic. considerations. Unfortu= 
nately, their approach did not account for the frequency dependence of 
· the effect~ Theoretical work to explain the polarization .mechanisms of 
m.acromolecules·needs to be undertaken. 
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APPENDIX A 
SOLUTION TO THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
FOR ELECTRIC FIELD ORIENTATION 
The differential equation developed in the text which describes 
the orientation of macromolecules in a liquid under the influence of 
an oscillating electric field is 
• co.s wt + ~2. [ s,n er cos er 3 &, + ( 3 cos2 a- -1)] (A-1) 
• cos 2 wt =?5 ~t 
• 
In this section f' is the distribution function, 0- is. the polar 
angle J W the angular frequency, t the time variable, D the 
rotary diffusion constant, E the electric field, k B:::iltzman 1 s 
constant, T the temperature, /-' the permanent moment, / N the 
number of molecules per unit volume, and 91 e and g :i.e.. the elec-
trical pol<;1,rizabilities of a particle in the longitudinal and transverse 
directio,:1s , In addition the f , "t? and jl are defined by 
(A=.2) 
' 
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and 
»£ KT • 
1.35 
(A-3) 
(A-4) 
If the substitutions (.OS c:r: U. and ~0- =-S·l~O' :IA are made, the 
equation becomes 
__ , #. 
- D ot • 
'I'hi.s equation can be solved by perturbation techniques as described 
belowo 
If one encounters an equation of the form 
where F 
' 
F, 
functions and CJ.... 
(.A-6) 
' 
and F z are linear operators, f and Cl. are 
and € are parameters with values less than one 
and are known as perturbation parameters, then a solution exists of 
1.36 
the form 
(A-7) 
• 
The functions {)n-m are determined by the individual solutions 
. to the equations listed below. For n:. O , m = 0 I 
F <p oo) -r a. = o (A-8) , 
for "m = 0 , n = f 
(A-9) 
J 
for "Wl=O 'n= n 
F (,Pon) + F, (,Oo 11-t) =-0 (A,-10) , 
for ~=.I , 'n:O 
(A-1:L) 
J 
for 171=:I 
' 
n= I 
F (p,1) + ~ (po,) + fa (f,o) = 0 (A-12) 1 
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(A-13) 
F (Pm o) + Fz. (pwa-1 o) = CJ (A-14) 
for •=• , ¥) : I 
F ( p,..,) + Fz (f•-1 1) + F, (/'"" o) -= 0 ) (A-.l5) 
. for 'm:.m '1t• n 
Equation (A-5) is an equation of the form of (A-6) where 
F:. (1-t.t'L)~ -z. .L _ _!_.L (A-17) 
o IA2. t> tA. 0 dt J 
F, = cos wt [-(i-u..a) : ~ + 2 u..] . (.4.--18) 
J 
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I 
Fz :. Cose wt~ IA( 1-u.2-} t"' + (3 !.f.2.-1)] >CA-19J 
(A-20) 
"'=fJ ' 
(A-21) 
' 
and 
a..= 0 (A-22) 
• 
As will be shown later, only solutions for {Joo , p 10 , 
fz.o and p01 need be sought. Refering to equations (A-9) 
through (A-1.6) the set of equations requiring solution are 
( t) a t.Poo 2 opoo _J_ opoo i-u.. o <Ai. - u.. o fA.. - D fit (A-23) 
' 
( 1- u..2) ~ --2 u. <).P•o + [-(1-112) apeA + 2 ol O f.t - 0 Ll - ~ U.. - _ ~ (A- } 
_ _ -- ·. -- 24 
• cos wt - I ~ P• 0 
-o ~'t 1 
and 
• cos wt =-'- 0 f. r.o D c, t" 
+ ( 3 2 -I ) ] a t - I oe._o, IA . . foo COS W -0 ~t-
These four equations will now be solved in order. 
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(A-25) 
(A-26) 
• 
Equation (A-23) is separable. f oo -:: UT . , where U is a 
function of tA.. only, and T is a function of time only. Thus 
where -n (n + 1) is the separation. constant. The two resulting 
'differential equations are 
(A-2$} 
' 
and 
_L oT +.11{n+1) 1= O Dot • 
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(A-29) 
(A-28) is I just Legendres differential equation with. solutions Pn (U.) 
where h is a positive integer. Equa.tion (A-29) can be written 
t e1 T:: -n (n-t-1) D _t)t . (A-30) ) 
which upon.integration becomes 
In T = -n(n+I) Dt -t ct>nst. (A-31) 
' 
or 
T = const. e-n(n+ ,) D-t (A-32) 
• 
Thus the solution to equa.tion(A-23) is 
rP Poo : L C.n Pra (u.) e"(n+e)Dt (A-33) 
• n=o 
If only the steady state solution is desired then the solution is 
poo = Co (A-34) 
• 
If the solution (A-34) is placed in the appropriate place in 
equation (A-24), one obtains 
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(r-u.2) o'-p,.o_·· ~ 2. ap,o ·+ t) u. c cos Cllt = ..L.D. :,t•• . (A-35) 
. 'b u.2- ' u... c:) (,L '-- . 0 ' 
Since each· term of the equation. contains either f,o or cos wt 
it.is obvious that one solution to the equation.is on the form 
(A-36) 
' 
The exponential form will ,be used with. the understanding that the real 
part .. of the complex quantity is intended. If (A.;..36) is substituted 
. into (A-35) one obtains 
'I'he solution to (A-37) is 
(A-38) 
• 
. When 1this is subst,itut~d into (A-37) one obtains 
. f f ( I-fr) bn n (n-1) u.n-2. + b" 2 nu. l'I 
n.::o 
(A-39) 
In terms. of powers of U this may be rewritten as 
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0::, 
~of (n+2}(n+1l bn<tt. -n{n-tl) bn - tp bn} tJ.." 
(A-40) 
" 
If each power of U.. is individually equated to zero one obtains the 
equations 
(n+2.)(n +/) bnu -[(n+1)n t- l.p] bri=-0 ,<A-4iJ 
where there is one equation for each positive integer and zero, e~cept 
for the case of n:::: I for which 
(A-42) 
• 
'I'hese equations can be; solved in the ordinary manner or one can merely 
recognize t'hat a solution to the equations is b,. = 0 for each n 
except for 
b - 2Co 
' - ?..+Lw/D 
(A-43) 
'I'hus the solution to (A=3'7) is 
u I u.. (A-44) 1 -t i.,W/z.D • 
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The solution to the homogeneous ps.rt of the equation (A-35) must be 
added to this solution.to obtain.a complete solution. The homogeneous 
equation is the same as equation (A-28). Thus the solution for the 
steady state is 
f _ R [ Co , 10 - e. _l_-t __ L!'""'"w_/_2._D_ lwt J n e. tJ. + '-10 (A-45) 
J 
where C IO is a constant which depends upon initial or boundary 
conditions, 
To obtain an alternate form of this solution, consider the 
identities 
.Ca c (1-i-w/zo 6 
=- ( = A e-i. =A cosJ-l~·~ & (A-46) l + CJ.J /2.D - • , .. i.,w/zo 
From the real and imaginary ps.rts of the equation one can obtain the 
relations 
tan & =- w/20 (A-47) 
and 
A Co 
-: [ l--t C w/2.D)I ]''~ - (A-48) 
Equation (A=45) can then be rewritten 
f··:. [1+ cC.:12.o)&Jl/2. .. u. cos(wt-o)+C,o .<A=49) 
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Next, equation (A-25) will be solved, If the solution (A-49) is 
placed in equation (A-25) one obtains the equation 
( 2 ) ~ z.. p 2.0 2 c, p 2 o + [ ( I e. ) . Co . t -u. a ~ - u. au. - -u: [1-t C w/2DYtJ ,,z 
• cos(wt- 6) +2u..i~·[r+~w/2.o)2.]''2. cos(wt-8) 
• 
The solution to this equation is the sum of the solutions to the 
equation 
( 1-.- ·ui) o a p ~o _ 2 U. o p'z.o + ( 3 2. I )-=---C....,.o ____,..,~,.,,.. o i.J..2. o 'u. u: - [I +(w/20 )2 ] •h 
O cos (wt-&) c.os wt 
and 
l. 2. II 
u P20 
() u. 2. 
I 
D 
I a /J2.o 
'rJ't 
(A-50) 
(A-51) 
Equation (A=52) is identical i.n .form to equation (A-35), so that the 
result may be written out as 
11 c . ) c'' 
,Pe.o = [ 1-t c'w /eD)2- J •l2- LL cos ( wt-6 + i.o (A~53) 
) 
\ 
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where S is the same as in equation (A-47). 
In complex notation 
[ 1] ( w/Z.,D)z.] ,12. cos(wt-6)cos wt = cos wt 
• [ cos wt cos & + s ,n wt s,ri6J C 1 +~ w/2 o)2. ]''2. (A-54) 
' 
r I _L R [ e ( a.wt J 
= ~ [I+ ( w/~0 )2. jitt + 2 e. 14 l.w/z.D 
• 
So equation (A-51) becomes 
( I - ' •2) $ ~f?2° - ·2 u. ~ ,fl•e + (3 z I ) ( 1 ("_"' . . · IA V\. w ..... 2 t, -+(w/2.D)iJv,. 
(A'""'.55) 
• 
Again this can be broken into two equations. The sum of the solutions 
.to these two equations is the solution to equation (A-55). These 
equations are 
. d 2 '" "' ''' I i:... '" ( I~ u.1.) bo -·2_ a.P1..o +(3 1.-/)L Co =-~ (A-56) a u.2. u au. u z: t-f!w/2.o~a: D oc 
and · 
(l_,.r.) a2p1J1b _0 · ~6'.~ (3 I) , . 1 . etzc..1t=-' o,;;'ui.=57) 
\A. ,0 u.e. L-u O u. + · t1- -. 2.. , .... ~w12.o · o a c . • 
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By the same reasoning as used earlier, it is.evident that one solution 
.to equation (A-56) is of the form 
f.,,, - u 2.0 - . 
' 
If. this is substituted into equation. (A-56) one obtains 
' . 
( l-1,\.2.) ~ -2. u. oU -t-(3u.~-J)-' Co : Q 1 u.." dLl 2 t-t(w/20)1 
(A-58) 
(A-59) 
• 
'rhe term which makes this equation inhomogeneous is a multiple of Pz.CU\ 
so a solution to this equation is 
B Pr.(u.) -= U (A-60) 
' 
where B is a constant. Thus 
(A-61) 
or 
B - I 
- -- "I; 1-t (w/20)1 (A-62) 
' 
so 
P'" I Co r:> ( ) 1.o = 1; 1 +(w/60)1 •z u (A-63) 
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I 
Equation (A=5.7) can be sqlved in a similar manner. A solution to 
this is 
,,,, 
f''" et z ""-r u 
Substitut.ingthis into equation (A-57) yields the equation 
This equ.ati.on has a solution of the form. 
• 
(A-64) 
(A-66) 
When this is substituted into equation (A-65) one obtains, in a manner 
similar to that for equations (A-37), (A-38) and (A-39), the equation 
oO ! [ f (n-t2)(n+1)bn+2. -(n+1)nbnl5L2wb,,.] 
n::.o · (A-67) 
• Un + (3 2. -J).L Ce - 0 
. u: 2- l+LW/2.D-
' 
and the system of equa.t.ions 
(A-68) 
1 
. where there is o;ne. equation .flor each n equal to a pof;litive integer., 
except that. for i1 = 0 ano. n:: 2 the applicable equations are 
12 b ..--(t +..L.i_zw)b +~ Co ,, =O (A-69) 
't b D z. e.. I -, lw/20 
and 
2. b - I ,• 2 W b - I Co - Q (A-70) 
e. D "' 0 z. 1-t lw I 20 - • 
As before a solution can be found to be b,...::, 0 for all fl except 
n = 0 and n= 2. where 
b - . I c O . . (A-71) 
'2. -y:-c, .... i,w/z.o) ( ,..,. L W/3D) 
and 
b()::. Ii( -,-=~--i.w-~-2-D-)(_l_+ ...... lw_/_3_0_) (.A-72) 
• 
Thus a solution to equation (A-57) is 
1111 ::= C (3 '1-f) _L. , , t2.W't r' IHI (A-73) f2.o () IA I 2 ( 1-t 1-w/20)( It ~w/3 D) e -t'-20 • . 
I 
Now combining the solutions (A-,53), (A-63) and (A-73) with the homo-
geneous solution, the solution to equation (A-25) is 
f2.o "-C.o ( 3u'-I) I~ [ 1-t (w/z.D)"· + (l+~W/2.D)(I+ lf4/3D) 
I 
(A=74) 
et: 2.vlth C, o . · i.lwt-5) C 
, ,J'D-+ (w/2.D)2.J'12._e + f.O .. 
11+9 
It is known.that 
(A-75) 
I 
where 
ta.n S .. = W/Z.D (A-76) 
and that 
i+ow/30 
_ I -LS~ 
- (I+ ( f.>/2D)z. J ,12. e (A-77) ) 
where 
tan Oz.= W/30 (A-78) 
• 
Therefore equation (A=74) can be re}"lritten in the form 
f'zo = Co ( 3u.&. - I) 1 ~ [ I.+ ( ~/tD )L +cc ,!(W/2.D)' )(rt( w/30)• ]"& 
(A-79) 
ei.{wt·S,7S.)i+ C,o _ eL(W't-&.)J\. 
• J ( 1-,.cw1eo)&J112. T\...2,0 • 
Finally, equation (A=27) must be solved. When.the steady state 
, solution for (A-34) is substituted into· (A-27) one obtains 
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Except for the constant factor C,, in. the third term, this equation 
is the same as equation (A-51) with 8, set equal to zero. 
similarity the solution to (A-80) is deduced to be 
Thus.by 
{) -- c' ( 3 1) , ( 1 , i.{f c.ut -6), (' (A-81) 
/~O 1- o ~ - /2 + [If (W/:3D)t]1lt e j+ L..o, • 
As before this may be transformed into the more convenient .form 
whe;';, tis before 8 z. is given by equation (A-78). 
All equations derived from the perturbation procedure which were 
to be solved have now been solved. It.remains to combine them to 
obtain the solution to the original equation (A-1). Recg.ll that in 
.the perturbation procedure it was specified that the ~ and € 
were to be less that one. These quanities are now related (by equa-
tions (A=20) and (A-21) to the (3 and yz. respectively. Practical 
experience with various materials used in this study indic.Q.te that it 
may be expected that both a.re quite a bit smaller than one for the 
field strengths being used. Therefore in any expansion of the solu-
tion to equation (A=l) in terms and 'r'Z- only the first f'ew terms ~ 
will make significant contributions. 
the solution 
p 
Accordingly equation (A-1) has 
{A-83) 
J 
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··· ·· )+ C (A-84) 
• co.s (2wt-o, -oJ c, .. cwko PJ ,,z: u. cos(wt-S,) -tC;,.o] . 
If the function f' is considered to be a probability density, 
then the total probability of an axis pointing somewhere on the unit 
sphere IIIllSt be one, or 
(A-85) 
• 
In terms of equation (A-83) this becomes 
J' p d ..n. -=- I = \ pof> d .fL + p S Pto d .n_ t A e J f z.o d lL 
..n. j{I _n_ , ,- Jl. 
vi.. • This equation must hold for any. values of ~ and o 
only occur.if 
• 
(A-86) 
T.his can 
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O for m of' n #- 0 
(A-87) 
I for m::: n = 0 
• 
The following·terms occur in the expression for {::J and upon integra-
tionrgi ve the following equations. For ')1):::: n = 0 
rr z.rr S S C0 s,n o- dcr dv = YlT CO 
0 0 
Therefore 
For 111:. I , 71: 0 
which means that 
or 
I 
'-Irr 
'ff: e:rr 
) ) ,Cocos a- s,ncr dcr dY = 0 
0 0 
C,o 0 
(A-88) 
• 
(A-89) 
• 
(A-90) 
' 
(A-91) 
(A-92) 
• 
1.53 
For l1'I: 2 , n,:., 0 
Tr 21T SS Co 3 P2 (cosu-)s1n<rdcrdv=O. (A-93 ) 
O O i ) 
which means that 
or 
Similarly 
Co,= O 
Thus tbe fur1ct:io:n p can be written 
.• r [ I + 
,2 I +(W/2.D)Z. 
c·os (wt - 6,) 
I -t ( W l'Z D)'l-
OS 2wt - o,- o,. J 
l-t (tJJ/'2.0 )-Z.) {I+ ( W/3 O)'-)] vz. 
• 
• 
v2.(3 I) I [ I cos ( Z.wt -6,) J l 
+o ·tA.?..- 12. + [1+(W/30)"·]' 12-J-t ••• J 
111rhere 
(A-94) 
(A-95) 
(A=96) 
(A-97) 
' 
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tan 8, -= w/2.0 (A-76) 
and 
tan S2.-=- W /3 D (A-78) 
• 
Equations (A-97), (A-76) and (A-78) represent the most significant 
part of the solution to equation (A-1). The practical accuracy of 
this solut.ion depends upon the extent to which the factors ~ 
~ 2. are less than one. 
and 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
A number of computer programs were used to calculate various 
curves and to reduce data. Each of the programs carries a brief 
description of its function as comments preceeding the program. In 
some cases a more detailed description is given in the text of the 
thesis. The programs are written in the Fortran IV language as used 
in the IBM. 7040. The control cards for the PR 150 system used at 
Oklahoma State University have been omitted so that the program may 
be used with other operating systems by the addition of the proper 
control cards. 
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C PROGRAM EOEFF 
-ClHlS ___ PROGRAM -CALCULATES Ti-iCE-b EFFECT. CURVES -FOR-- UP To 10-VALUES-OF P-. -----
CB REPRESENTS THE P VALUES. OM/6D ARE THE VALUES OF TAU= OMEGA/6D. 
DIMENSION -Ei!lOf, 6M6D(40l, ACAMP(40l ,DCAMP140i ,TAND<40) ,DE:{Tiff40) --
READl5,40l IBII),I=l,10),COM6D(J),J=l,40) 
40 FORMAT noi=-a~Oj 
42 FORMAT (lPE10o2tlP3E20o5,0PF20o2 l 
·-------D0--10 I= 1 , 10------------ -----------------------· 
WRITE!6,4ll Bill 
- 41 FORMATflH126H CURVES FOR VALUE ()F-P=--lPEI0;-3--;rn9off--()MEuAI6D-- -- -
1 AC VALUE DC VALUE TANGENT DELTA 
2 DELTA/) --
DO 11 J=l,40 
-··--------,KM•IPTJT=(-nBTrPFBTD+Tr-;o+-2-;cnre-1TffTCT-;n+9-;-(r*m,,6[5TJT-tHQ-~lffl7n • o+ 
14oO*OM6D(Jl**2•0ll**•5l/lloO+BIIll 
o:cA~~fP f J} =-, a-ci-y + r;O}T"l ~-0+·9 ;-d*b'M-6 .. [j"(JT"**:"2";·o· ff/"fEfCtT+r·~·o··,:--··------·----- ----··· --- - ---- -
TAND ( J l = 3 • O*OM6D ( J l * ( ? • O*B I I l +5 • 0+18 • O*B ( I l *OM6D ( J l **2 • 0 l I ( 3 • O* ( 1. 
""10-+B-f'I f")+(3.·o·*B"( r;--~·2·~·oyif·9·.-o*'OM6CffJT*-*2-~·o·r ------ - ----- -- ------------
DELTA(J)=ATAN( TAND(J)) *lBOo0/3014159 
---rr·wRn~-T6-,A-Z) ___ OM6Dd1r;-A(AMPTJT,-D-CAMPTJr,TA-f'f!'.>TJT,-lYE[TATJT 
IF IB!lll 10, 12, io 
-ro CONTTNur------ ------------ --- ---------------- -------------------------------· .. ------------- ---------
12 STOP 
END--
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C PROGRAM PLYDIX . 
"T"1Hrs·'-pROGRAM-·n-cc:ucnE·s-·TH~-PO(YDTsPER:SlTY-\ilTTWRESPEC-f-To·-TAU=-c-r73o;--tfN _____ . 
C VALUES ARE THE VALUES OF THE STEADY COMPONENT CURVE9 OM ARE THE CORR~SPONDING 
(VALUES OF OMEGA.;--c rs·THE NUMBER OF VALUES.OF.DATAAND OF OMEGA_--··,r ts-YHE·-. 
C NUMBER OF POINTS OVER WHICH THE CALC0LATION IS MADE. MIS THE NUMBER bF 
"SUCCESS"I VE"" "AP.PRdXt MA TlbNS .. MADE TO. a·s TA fN"" "THE bis tR i"B-Ot'IC:>'N FUNCT"i'ON· ... -·- ·---. ·-·---· -·-- --·-· -----. 
! 
i 
I 
l 
I 
DIMENSION 0M(50), DFr~o,. DNC(50), DN(50), DFC(50), REL(50)t OMll5 
·-·Tor.····ENTf50 I ··--·······-·····-·········· ··-·-··· ·--- ---···-·-----------·--·---------· ---------· 
READ 15,50) Lt N• M• IDNIIl•l=l•LI• IOMIII• t=l•LI 50 FORMAT (312/C5El6.0)) . .. -- ... - . -- ··--·-· ··-·-··;·-.. ·-·---·-·--·-·-····--·-··· 
WRITE 16,511 
51 FORMAT T 35Hl" DISTRIBUTION OF POLYDISPFR:Snv-·· .. Illl 62w·. RF.[~ 
...... 1;~~~11 ~I~!; .F.~~-~ _____ .L~~EGA. D_ATA ···----~~5-':'_~,._5-____________________ ~---------------·· 
ENTIN)= o.o 
NMl=N-1 
DO 10 1=2,NMl 
10 ENT(Ir= ALOG(OMll+l') )'- ALOGIOMrr-1n 
DO 1 I= 1, N 
DNCII)=DNln ······-··· 
1 .DF(ll=O.O 
DO 6 K=l,M 
DO 2 I=2,NM1 
DFCI I 1= IDNCI 1-11;...DNCI l+llT/FNTI r,· 
2 DFIIl=DFIIl+DFCIII . 
DO 3 I=l,N 
RELll)=O.O 
DO 4 J=l,N 
TERM=!DFIJ)/11~0+ OM~ll*OMIIl/(OMIJl*OM(JI lll*ENTIJf 
4 RELIIl=RELIIl+TERM . 
3 CONTINUE 
A= ( DN I 1 I -DN IN I I I I REL( 1 I ;_RELi NIT 
DO 6 I= l ,J\! 
5 DNC(I)•DNINl+A*RELIIJ 
6 DNC ( I I= DN I I I -DNC ( I I 
9 DO 11 I= i; N 
DNC(I)= DNIIL+ DNCIII. 
OM I ( I I= 1 • 0 /OM II I .. 
WRITE 16,52) OMil!l, DF4II, OMlIJ~ DNIII, DNr(II 
52 FORMAT I 1P5El2.41 
11 CONTINUE 
WRITE 16,531 M . . 
53 FORMAT I lt'-10, 14, 42H SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS HAVE BEEN MADE 
STOP 
END 
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C PROGRAM CURVE 
c THIS PROGRAM rs USED IN CONJlJNCTION WITH PLYDIX. IT CALCULATES ALL OF THE 
C ELECTRO-OPTIC EFFECT CURVES FROM A DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF\ TAU VALUES ~fll.D __ A __ 
C P VALlJE~ THE ').VALUE IS A NORMALIZATION CONST AN·(. - ... - Y ... 
DIMENSIONOM(200), DF(200) _ ... _ ....... _ .l 
READ.15o5Ji N,M,-NfdbM(IJ• f=l,Nl ... .. ······-· ...... . 
50 FORMAT 13I3/15El6e0) J 
. READ.! 5·, 55T"CDFTT1·,-·T=l,N l ,-p, ... o·------- ---
55 FORMAT 15Fl6e0J 
DO 6 t=l ,N 
6 OMIIJ= 1.01 OMIIJ 
WRITE (6;5li 
51 FORMAT ( 50Hl BIREFRINGENCE CURVES FOR GIVEN POLY DISPERS!TY 
.. 1-··-1·111·r~ OH··----·-:· ....... ---l-lOrvfEG·A:-···-----·- ··- -D-is··r- • ----r=CN • _,.__________________ CM.EGA----···-·----~- ·------·-------------·--· 
2 STEADY REAL IMAGINARY ALTERNATING PHASE 
3ANGLE r 
ENT= ALOG(0Ml2t)- ALOG(OM(l)J 
·suM= O.O . 
DO 5 I= 1, M 
. 5 SUM=SUM+DFCI f*El'H .... ---------··· ----------------------· 
RATIO= Q/SUM 
. DO 4 - I= 1 , M -
4 DF(Il= DF(IJ*RATIO 
Do 1 l = 1, M 
STED= J.O 
REAT= b~b 
UNREAL= O.O 
ALT= o.o 
DELTA= o.o 
DO 2 J=l,M 
REL!= leO/lleO+ OM(Il*OM(Il/(OM(JJ*OM(J)Jl ··-············-· --------·-····-······-·········· 
REL2= 1.0T<i~O+ OMIIl*OM(Il.*4•0/lOM(Jl*OMIJl*9•0ll 
S TERM= DF ( J l *RELl *ENT 
RTERM= DF ( J1 * ( ( l • U-OM U i *OM (II *2 .O/<b~(}l*OM(J J *3• bl l *REL.l*RE:L2 + 
1P*REL2l*ENT 
UNT ERM=DF ( J J * (IO ~0.:.1. 666666HOM ( l> /OM U! l *REL! *RELZ-P*REL2*0Jv1 I I l * 
le66666667/0M(Jll*ENT 
STED= STED+STERM 
REAT= REAT+ RTERM 
2 UNREAL= UNREAL +UNTERM 
STED= STED+P*O 
OM I N = 1 • 0 I OM ( I ) 
ALT=(REAT*REAT+ UNREAL*UNREALl**•S 
DELTA : O.J;:: ATAN.ZIONREA[,REAT) *l80~0/3~T4T59··· 
WR!TE(6,52l OMIN, DF(IJ, OMIIJ, STED, REAT, UNREAL, ALT, DELTA 
52 FORMAT 11P7El6.5, OPF16o2l 
l CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
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C. PROGRAM POL VP 
··c TH!SPROG~AM rs-FoR THCCASE-OF-A-nRST POWER SLOPE IN THE~ VARIATION OF p 
C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES POiriiTS ON THE ELECTRO-OPTIC RESPONSE CURVES FOR A GIVEN 
ClfISTRIBOrtcirii F'Urii(Holf AND FOR VARIATIONS ·m p· GIVEN AS A FRACTfbN-()F ·rne:·-F-IRST-
c P VALUE. THE P•S ARE ADJUSTED SUCH THAT THE SUM OF Wlll*PIII = Pe THE 
c -. D rs TR IBUT I ON- FC.ff,KT rnN· MUST BE TN ·r ERMS- OF--THE-·o·-vxcuE·s·· --------------·'---- ---:~--------- ,. 
DIMENSION P(50!, At50), WC50l, FC50lt OM1501t D150) 
----RTALTr;;fAG"--.-i,,-AG --~-~-------------'---~--
M= 40· 
}ff40 
PP= -.26 . . 
·-·Re:AD--i5i50T IFTJ;,-·J= 1,Nl .. -- ·-··- ----··---------------·-- -----·------·--·-----·-·-·-·----·--
READ 15,50! IDIII, I=l,Ml ·. 
·---- · READ·--c5·, 50). TwTI I ,t,;1 •M ,--------·-··-
READ 15,50) (Allft I= l•Ml . . . 
·--so 'FORMAT--( fOFii;·oT ______ ---- ------·-----~- --------·--·-----:·--·--------~-------------------- --·-----·· 
PI= 3.1415927 bo·.-1 · 1::·rtN-- ---·-- -·--·--- .. ---·-·-···-·-·-· ··--·- -
OMCII= 2.0*Pl*FCI) 
1 CONT I NUE- ------------------------·-----·-· 
SUM= OoO 
... DO .. 2. I =l ·,r,;- . -· --··--·---·-- ·- ----··--·· ·- --···-··· - ··--·- -·- ·---·-·--·-···-··------------------------------------------··- --
SUM• SUM+ W ( I l 2·· CONTtNUE. -·. ··-·--·· ·-·----·--·-·· ·-- ----·-- ·- .. ···--·------·-------------------·------------------·-·-----·-···--·-·. 
DO 3 I• l ,M 
--·----·-·wlil=-WIIl/SUM --
3 CONTH JE 
. SUM= e,.O 
DO 4 I•l,M 
SUM= SUM+ A(I>-*W(fj' --------·-··-
4 CONTINUE 
------------------· 
PO= PP I SUM- ----·--·-----------··----------------------------
00 5 I= 1, M 
P(I)= A(I)*PO 
WRITE 16,52) Dill, P_I_I_I•_ W'I),• __ AII_I __________ ·-···-·--··- __ . _____ _ 
52 FORMAT 11P4~l~e71. 
5 CONT I NUE . ___ ------·- __________ -------,,--.. ~-------------·----·--··· 
WRi TE .( 6, 53 ,· 
53 FORMAT ClHll 
DO 7 J= ltN 
STEADY• O.O 
!MAG• 0,0 
REAL= O.O 
· · ·oo 6 T= r, M-----·-· ·-----···-·---··--- - - -
STEADY• ST~ADY+ WIIl*IPIII+ loOllloO+OMCJl*OM(Jlll4oO*DCil*DIIllll 
!MAG= IMAG+W( I!*( l-OM( J) l C 2o0*D( Ii 1.;.0MIJI I ( 3oO*D( Ii l l I ili~-O+OM!Ji 
l*OM I J l I I 4.0•DCI l*DC I I!*( l oO+OMI Jl*OMC J l I C9eO*D CI l *DI II Ill I-Pl I I* 
20M I J) I I 3 ~ O*D l-l l l II lo O+OM I JI *OM I JI lf9 • O*D I I l *DI I l I l l . . . - . ··-
REAL• RE~L+ WIIl*I lloD~OMIJ)*ciMIJ)/ISiO*DII!*DIIlll/(lloO+ OMl~l* 
-1-·oM LJiF( 4·~0¥DTlT*DTrn,'*·cr;-cr+-mru1 *Ol•fL.lfTT9;o*D CI l •Dn I l l l + ·p CTT7-
2 ( 1 • O+ OM I JI *OM ( J l I ( 9 • O•D I I l *DI I l l l l 
6 CON'TINUE ...... , 
STEADY• STEADY/IPP+loOt 
PHASE=ATAN2(IMAG, ~tALl~l80.0/~l 
ARG= l~AG*IMAG+ REAL* RtAL 
.MAG=· SQRT r ARGlTIPP:n-;·or-----.---------·----------------------·- -- - --------·-·----· 
WRITE 16,~ll FIJ1t STEADY, MAG, PHASE 
51 FORMAT ( !P3El6o7, 0PF12~2i - ··-··· 
7 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
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C PROGRAM MONO 
--c--n,rs_-P_R_O-GR-AM-C~CTUCATE-S1Hrt,;ITNOTITSli-rnrr-cuRVcSA--S--Y-FUJ-rCTTONOrrRt'.1IDENC:-v-F-OR 
C GIVEN VALUES OF P AND Do ALL DATA IS FOUND IN THE PROGRAM. 
--··0-1}.:; EN Sl"tiN-·FR Ea·,··5 a·,- -- .. ····-· -·-··-----. 
D= 12.5 
P=.S86-
NFREQ= 1 
-· -- -------1{0 = 4 0----------------------------------- ----
DATA FREQ/lo,lo25,1.6,2.,2.5,3o2,4ot5ot6o5,8••10o,l2o5,16ot20o•25o 
-- 1, 32 ;-;40; ,-5 o; ; 65;,-ao ~ ,Too; ;-12 s; .-i 60 ~ ; 2 00;-.2 5-0 ;-,-320~, 4-oc-;-, s oo ;-,-6 so-;;-- - · -
2aoo.,1000.,1250.,1600.,2000.,2500.,3200.,4000.,5000.,6500.,aooo,, 
310000 ~ , 12 5 oo ~-; 16000., 20000~-. 2s ooo;, 32000;-.40M o ;-;-socrno~. 65000; -, - -------- --
4aoo oo,, 
- -----------p I = 3 , 1415927~---
F = FREQ(NFREQI 
DO T I= 1; NO - -
STED= ( P+l, 0/ ( 1.0+Pl *P l*F*F/ ( D*D I I I I ( P+loO l 
- --- TAND= ·-·p l*f= ll)* I 2 ~-O*P+s-;.u+2;0*-P*f>l*-Pf*f'*F7l(fib-j Tn3 ;-O*Tr;d+PT+n;dltp ___ _ 
1-2.0) *Pl*Pl*F*F/(D*Dll 
- PHASE£ATANfT1U-JD) *l!iD;7PT ________ _ 
ALT= (((P*P+(lo0+2.0*Pl/(lo0+Pl*Pl*F*F/(D*Dlll/ll.0+4,0/9•0*PI*Pl* 
·-· 1 F-iF I< D*D ,-l )**~ 5fl (P+ 1-;. or · --- - ---- -- --- -- ---------------------- ------- --
WR I TE (6,50) F, STED• ALT, PHASE 
50 FORMAT ( lP3E16;7,- Opno;2r 
N= NFREQ+I 
~=--FREQ INT 
l CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
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C PROGRAM SEP 
··c-TRTS-PR.OGRiu-1··TA-RFS-UAU-Or··pHASE- A N.GLE···11ND-MAGNTTUU~7iNlJ-A-mVEfr----,-- ·-···-·-·---·-. 
C POLYDISPERSITY AND FOR A FIXED P CALCULATES THE MAGNITUDE AND PHASE ANGLE OF 
C-THE THEORETTCAC CONTR !Blli!ON OF THE INDUCED MOME"lT ·.AND. THE ·coNTRIBUT I ON. 
C CALCULATED BY SUBTRACTING THE THEORETICAL PERMANfNT CONTRIBUTION FROM THE DATA 
C AND THEWC:ACCULATrNG.THE FUNCTIONS F(OMI .ANDPHT!OM), .. 
DIMENSION W(50), F(50), OM(501, 0<50), PHASE(50J, MAG(50J 
--·-··---:-REAC-Rll:G.--1·rn·-·nnN,-nrocrr; •-rctAGN, .MAG n-n···· MAGDTf'·-------------····--,-----·--------·-··------· 
PI= 3.,1415927 
M·= 1 ·· 
N= 36 
P=- -"• 26. 
READ (5,501 (F(JJ, J= 1,NI 
. REA0-·T5,:;··o-r···cu,T,,--pe-·,,MT __ _ 
READ (5,50) (W(ll, I= 1,MJ 
READ (5,501 ·1PHASE<JI, J= 1,Nl 
READ <5,501 !MAG<JJ, J= 1,Nl 
50 FORMAT Tl0F8~0l 
DO 1 J= 1,N 
--·-------oMC Jl =' ·2 • O*PT*'F r-:n- . --------------·----·--··- ... 
1 CONTINUE 
SUM=O.O 
DO 4 !=1,M 
SL 1= SUM+ W ( I J 
4 CC.HI NUE 
... DO 5 T= 1 , M ··- ··-
W < I I= W < I I I SUM 
5 CONTINUE 
DO 3 J= l,N 
ANGLE=-'-PHASE(J) 
MAGN= MAG(J) 
-----------·------···---·--~---------~---· 
CALL- -PH ACOM rANGL E-,-· M"AGN·,--- IN-,-· ·our-r·---- -----·--------·-··------·-·-·· 
INOUT= o.o 
!NIN= o.o 
PERIN= O.O 
PEROUT= o.o 
DO 2 I= 1, 1"1 
REL 2= 1 • 0 I <T • O+OM (JT*OM<JT1f9 .O*D< lJ * D( llTT 
RELl= l.•J/( 1.0+0M(Jl*OM(JJ/(4.0*D( I l*D( I Ill 
PERIN= PERIN+ W(l)*((1.o;..oM(J)*OM(J)/(6;D*Dnr*D(I)))*RELl*REL21 
PEROUT= PEROUT+ W( I I*< (-OM(JJ/(2.0*D( !J )-OM(J)/(3.0*D< I I I l*RELl* 
1REL2l 
!NIN= !NIN+ W( I l*P*REL2 
INOUT= INOUT"-.\i/(T)*P*OM(JT/T3e0 .*Dnn*REl:Y 
2 CONTINUE 
DIFIN= IN-PERIN/(P+l•Ol 
DIFOUT= OLJT-PEROUT/(P+l.01 
!NIN= ININ/(P+l.O) 
!NOUT= JNOUT/(P+l.01 
CALL (OMPHA< !NIN, INOUn PHAIN,.MAGINT-
CALL (OMPHA(DIFIN, DIFOUT, PHADIF, MAGDIFI 
FUN= MAGD!F/MAGIN 
PH!=(PHAD!F-PHAINl/2.0 
WRIT~ 16,51) F(J) , MAGIN, PHAIN, MAGDIF, PHADIF, FUN, PHI 
51 FORMAT 11PEJ6.7, 3(1PE16.7, OPF12.3)) 
3 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE COMPHA(IN• OUT, AN~LE, MAGJ 
REAL '-IAG, IN 
PI= 3.1415927 
ARG =-·-rn*IN+OUT*OOr-·-- ·-----· 
MAG= SQRT(ARG) 
ANGLE= ATAN2(0UT, !Nl*lBO.O/PI: 
IF (ANGLEJ 2,2,1 
1 ANGLE= ANGLE- 360. 
2 RETURN 
f'Nb .. 
sueqnuTINE PHACOM(ANGLE, MAG, IN, OU{! 
REAL MAG, IN 
Pl= 3.1415927 
ANG= Af.lGLE*Pl/180.0 
IN= COS ( ANG l *MAG --·---··-··--··--·-·-·----·-··-- ·--·----··----
·········· OUT=-STNTANGl*.MAG·-·-
RETURN 
END 
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C PROGRAM ALL 
--r-rnTS--P-ROGRAMCOMPOTES-POTNTS ON TH Ci:CtcTRo=-oPTTcTfE-sP"ON:Sr<:""URVE-s-ToR,:i-c;1v-n;1-
c DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION AND FOR VARIATIONS IN P GIVEN AS A FRACTION OF THE FIRST 
CP-VALUE Ar;JD-FOR-AR-BTTRARY FUNCTIONS OF F AND PHT-APPUED-TO THE INDUCED MOMEliH 
C CONTRIBUTION. THE P•S ARE ADJUSTED SUCH TH.AT TH"" SUM OF W(Il*PII)=Po THF 
-CDlSTRlBUTlON···FUN(TTON MUST-8-TN-TERMS OFTHF··rr-VALUEs;--- .. --- ----
DIMENSION Pl50), A150), Wl50), Fl50), OMl50lo D(50)• FUN(50), 
----1-P~H5Ul -------
REAL !MAG , MAG 
·-- - M·= 1 --- ----- --------- -- -------- - . ----- --- -------------- -- - ------ ------- -------- -- ----- -----. - . --- - -- ---- ---
N = 40 
---------PP=·-.:..-~-u,· - ----------------- --- - ---------- ----
READ 15,50) IF(J), J= l,N) 
------------l<EA!Y-(5, 50·1-TlYCTl, --l=l• Ml 
READ 15,50) (Will, I=l,M) 
REA6f5;5o)(All1, -I=--1,Mi ---------------- ---------
READ (5,50) (FUN(J)o J=l,Nl 
READ (5 ;50;--CPl-fl(Jj,--::,-=f,}fl __________ ---- ------- -- ---- --- --- ------
50 FORMAT Cl0F8.0) 
-----P-I= -3;g159z, 
DO 1 J=l,N , 
- OMCJ)=-2.0*PI*FDl- ----------- --------------- ------- - ----
1 CONTINUE 
SUM= ::i.o-
DO 2 I= 1, M 
- SUM= -suM+-wrn-------------------------------------------------------------
2 CC IT I I\JUE 
DC 3 I= 1 ~ M 
W ( I ) = WC I ) I SUM 
3 CONTINUE 
SUM= ::J.O 
D0-4T=T,M 
SUM= SUM+ A(l)*WCI) 
4 CONTINUE 
PO= PP/SUM 
DO 5 I= I, M 
Pill= A(Il*PO 
.. WRTTE'T6 ,52)--D ! IT, PrTr,- -wTTT, -Arn-------------
52 FORMAT (1P4El6.7) 
5 CONTINUE 
WRITE 16,53) 
53 FORMAT ( lHll 
DO 7 J= 1, N 
- -- --- ANG= z·~ Cl*PHT {T)T-FI7TS-0;-o--------------------------------------- ----
STEADY= O.O 
!MAG= 0 .o 
REAL= J.o 
DO 6 I= 1, M 
REL2= 1.0111.0+0M(Jl*OM!J)/!9.0*D! ll*D!Ill l 
---RELT= -T~ 0T( 1-. O+OM(T)','f-Of'lDTT(A';O*DTrr*DTTTrr·---- --------- - - ---
STEADY= STEADY+ W!Tl*!P!Il*FUN(Jl~ RELll 
!~AG= IMA_G- W!ll*(f-OMCJl/(2.0*DT!Tl'-0"1fJ)/!"1.0<f[Hilll*RF.Ll*REL2-'. 
1 PCil*FUN!J)lf(QM!J)/!3.0*D(lll*COS!ANGl + S!MCANGll*RFL2l 
REAL= REAL+ WCI)lfTC1.0-0MCJ)l,OMCJ)/·C6.0*DIIl*Dll)ll*RELl*REL2+ 
1 P(Il*FUN(J)*!COS!AI\JG)-OMCJ)/(~.n•o!I)J*SIN!ANG) )*REL2) 
-- -- -6 ··'taN·T I NlJE ·----·-···-·------·-···· - ----
STEADY= STEADY/CPP+l.O) 
PHASE=ATAN21IMA~· REAL1~1ao.O/PI 
ARG= !MAG*IMAG+ REAL* REAL 
MAG= SQRTCARGl/lPP+l;O) -
WRITE 16,51) FIJJ• STEADY, MA,G, PHASE 
-- -5T-FORM A rTTP 3 ET6-~T, -u PT1-z-;-2 -,------- -- - ----- ------ -
7 CONTINUE 
-STOP. 
END 
- -----···--. ····-----•-·-
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